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137.Susan (Hilmer) Podlogar | Executive Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer at 

MetLife
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Fragrances
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141.Taylor Vanlandingham | Vice President of Operations and Human Resources | Nuclear Care 

Partners

142.Terri Hoskins | SVP, CHRO | TBC Corporation

143.TJ Fjelseth | CHRO | Socrates.ai

144.Todd Riesterer | Chief Talent Officer | Kony, Inc

145.Tom Slaski | SVP Talent | GMR Marketing

146.Tom Tannehill | Vice President, Human Resources/Latin America & Caribbean | FedEx 

Express

147.Tracey Cleveland | Vice President Human Resources, Equity and Inclusion | SUNY Erie 

Community College

148.Tracy Ting | Chief People Officer | Avanir Pharmaceuticals

149.Vineet Gambhir | CHRO | TEACHING STRATEGIES

150.Zahur (Zak) Karim | Senior Vice President, Human Resources Executive | Bank Of America


Name: Angela Thompson

Job Title: Vice President of Human Resources

Company: UPS

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/angela-thompson-b322067/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbTu673HAvkLXrv-3hD0_7Nr4H3AVJFN/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: Throughout her career, Angela Thompson has 
championed inclusion for women, people of color and LGBTQ community in the workplace. As 
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she grew within the company, she saw first-hand that an inclusive, rewarding work environment 
was crucial to the success of the employees and the company overall. She set out to lead by 
example and is a committed diversity and inclusion influencer at UPS – pushing progress, 
challenging, breaking stereotypes, and redefining the diversity and inclusion landscape. 
Volunteering is a part of Angela’s lifeblood. She has been an active community volunteer for 
more than 35 years and has left a lasting impact across the U.S. While working in Southern 
California, she served on the board of Inside the Outdoors. Their mission is to empower 
students, teachers, parents, and the community to explore natural areas and expand their 
knowledge. Angela developed a fundraising event called Hike 4 Kids program, which gave their 
students exposure to science in nature and an outdoor experience. In her hometown of 
Louisville, she partnered with her sisters to launch Santa’s Little Helpers, Inc. An organization 
that gives foster children a sense of hope and belonging as they transition to new foster 
environments (out of home care) by providing them with new wish list items. Angela is also 
passionate about organizations like the United Way, Girls, Inc., and the National Urban League, 
which all reflect her strong commitment to diversity and inclusion. She currently serves as a 
Board Member for Women in Trucking Foundation and Figure Skating in Harlem (FSH) 
Foundation. Angela has been recognized by several professional groups as a champion of 
diversity and inclusion. In 2018, Angela was presented the “Most Powerful & Influential 
Woman Award” by the National Diversity Council for her leadership and commitment to 
community well-being as well as her extensive record of accomplishments throughout the 
scope of her career. She was named an OnConferences “OnConIcon” in 2019 in recognition for 
her positive impact not only at UPS, but within the H.R. industry.  
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Name: Antoinette “Toni” Handler 

Job Title: Corporate Vice President, Executive, Global Talent & Rewards—Human Resources

Company: Avanade Inc. 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinettehandler/


Professional Bio: Antoinette (Toni) Handler is Corporate Vice President of Global Talent & 
Rewards for Avanade Human Resources. In this role, she leads organizational development, 
talent management, performance management, learning and leadership development, diversity 
and inclusion, and employee engagement. Handler leads her organization by building capability 
across Avanade through talent development and driving cultural transformation. Prior to this 
role, Handler was the Vice President, Senior Human Resources Business Partner and Head of 
MetLife’s Global Sales Capability Center. In this role, she led HR for Global Employee Benefits, 
Investments, Strategy, and Global Brand, Marketing, and Communications. In addition, she led 
MetLife’s first Human Resources horizontal to build sales capability world-wide. Handler led 
her organization by focusing on driving consistent organizational growth and agility, supporting 
MetLife’s current and future business needs, and championing innovation to meet those needs. 
Handler was also the Chief Talent Officer and Chief Learning Officer for MetLife. She was 
responsible for creating, promoting and implementing a comprehensive talent management 
and organizational effectiveness strategy and platform that aligned directly with MetLife’s 
business goals. She also oversaw all enterprise-wide learning, including leadership and 
management development, sales development, professional skills, and service knowledge. 
Handler supported and advised MetLife’s CEO and executive group in defining and 
implementing key enterprise-wide talent, learning and change initiatives. In addition, she 
oversaw the re-engineering of MetLife’s enterprise-wide learning organization to maximize 
efficiency and provide enhanced service to support line of business goals. Prior to joining 
MetLife, Handler spent nine years at Merrill Lynch in a number of human resources roles. Most 
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recently, she led Merrill Lynch’s Talent Management and Executive Development team for 
Global Wealth Management, a population size of 34,000 employees. In addition, she managed 
the learning teams supporting the Chief Administrative Office organization, private client 
services and technology, financial advisory center, and the retirement group. Her team was 
responsible for leadership development, organizational development, technical/product 
training, training technology, and sales and client service training. Before joining Merrill Lynch in 
1994, Handler managed bank-wide management development for Chase Manhattan Bank and 
led the learning function for its technology and operations division. She began her career at 
Depository Trust Company, where she held several human resources roles during her eight 
years of tenure. Handler received an M.A. degree from the State University of New York in 
business and policy studies and a B.S. degree from New York University in management and 
industrial relations. 

Additional Submitted Information: We enthusiastically nominate Antoinette “Toni” Handler for 
the Top 50 HR Professional Award for 2020 OnCon ICON Awards. Toni was among last year’s 
awardees, although not in this category since we won the HR Company Impact Award. We 
strongly believe that under Toni’s leadership and vision, our Global Talent and Rewards team—
a critical HR unit responsible for a learning, leadership development and incentives—is 
transforming our company and our industry. Toni embraces change and fosters a culture that 
not only ensures robust learning, training, inclusion/diversity and rewards programs; but also 
helps build a culture of innovation, which is critical to our continued growth and success as a 
leading digital disruptor. Leading a team of more 100 HR professionals globally, Toni traverses 
the globe to meet with regional leads, teams and direct reports; in addition to serving as a 
member of our Global Executive Leadership team, to align L&D and other units within her 
scope of responsibilities with business priorities agreed upon in the C-suite. This gives HR an 
important seat at the table in helping set the direction of our company. One example of her 
effectiveness is in the unique partnership she has established with our Chief Technology 
Innovation Officer and his team. Throughout FY19, we have been successfully implementing a 
year-long series of events ranging from regional ‘makeathons’, client challenges, and a global 
innovation contest to stoke even more forward thinking and creativity. The capstone event, an 
Innovation Summit, is scheduled for June in Milan, Italy, bringing together employees, 
leadership, clients and invited guests to share, learn and grow with the objective of 
demonstrating excellence in innovation by employees throughout our organization. With this 
one program—or more rightly a series of programs—HR and the Innovation team have broken 
the mold and collaborated on a major project that has already resulted significant increases in 
our employee engagement scores. We conduct semi-annual employee surveys as part of our 
ALLI (Avanade Listens, Learn, Improves) feedback methodology. In May, we saw our latest 
GTR engagement score rise to 64%, which is up 14 points from October and up 26 percentage 
points from this same time last year! We were also excited to achieve a 92 percent positive 
response to a question asking if employees feel comfortable being their authentic selves at 
work—representing our highest score yet this in this area. Additionally, 81 percent of 
respondents said they were proud to work at Avanade (+19); and 80 percent of employees said 
they had positive experiences with their assigned Career Advisers (a program managed by 
GTR) These are just some of the reasons we believe Toni is well suited for the Top 50 HR 
professionals ICON Award.  
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Name: Bednock Marufu




Job Title: Group Chief Talent Officer

Company: Twenty Third Century Systems Global

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/bednock-m-79868561/


Professional Bio: MSc in Human Resources Full member of the Institute of People 
Management of Zimbabwe (IPMZ) More than 20 years of experience in Talent Management HR 
Strategist 

Additional Submitted Information: Responsible for formulating the group strategy and 
provide HR leadership to all Strategic Business Units for the business. TTCS Global employs 
more that 500 employees across 11 African countries.  
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Name: Caroline Skinner

Job Title: SVP of HR

Company: Tupelo Honey Hospitality Corporation

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/carolinebskinner/


Professional Bio: Caroline Skinner joined Tupelo Honey as part of the initial senior leadership 
team in 2013. Prior to her role at Tupelo Honey, Caroline worked in operations and HR 
leadership with a natural and organic grocer retailer helping them to become a national brand 
of over 30 locations before moving to her next venture. Since joining Tupelo Honey, she has 
been responsible for the company’s workforce expansion efforts in areas such as talent 
acquisition; benefits; compliance; and employee training and development—growing the brand 
from 2 locations and less than 100 employees to 14 locations and nearly 1,200 employees, in 
less than 5 years. Under Caroline’s leadership Tupelo Honey has received numerous accolades 
and articles for the development of innovative employment practices such as: their Honeypot 
incentive program; Fair Wage commitment; Tupelo University online learning; and diversity & 
inclusion efforts. The company has been recognized as a 'top 50 emerging restaurant brand' 
and continues their expansion into new markets such as Boise, Idaho later this year. 

Additional Submitted Information: Leading HR in a high growth organization is my passion. I 
have been fortunate to be part of two exceptional brands leading people and HR functions in 
the food service, and food retail spaces. While at Tupelo Honey I have delivered industry-
leading impact and results growing our brand footprint into 7 states, while improving our team 
member and management retention; training completion rates; safety outcomes; and building a 
strong culture and commitment to the philosophies of diversity & inclusion. Building an entire 
HR program from scratch I started my department as the only member of the HR team. My 
commitment has always been to an HR team that serves the employees but also holds a 
valuable place in senior leadership, with a strong voice that is able to speak the language of 
business and obtain buy-in for each of the critical areas of the HR discipline. I am fortunate to 
now lead a team represented by 6 disciplines, including the typical HR functions such as 
recruiting; payroll; employee relations; and benefits; as well some non-traditional HR functions 
such as organizational training; internal communications; and project management teams. 
While I am incredibly proud of my team and accomplishments, I am most impacted by the 
moments where throughout my career I have had the opportunity to see individuals and groups 
of employees create better outcomes of themselves and their communities. You can see many 
of those stories here at: https://www.instagram.com/tupelohoneyjobs/ . However, my favorite story 
in the past year is represented in the photo below (attached in file upload). In 2018, while many 
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brands in our restaurant space wrestled with how to step into the topic of diversity. Our HR 
team took a bold step to elevate and educate our team members on the topic and create a 
visible commitment. Below is a photo from our Diversity Summit where team members across 
our organization came together to talk about how we as an organization and community can 
build a better and more inclusive environment. The moment has sparked so many inspiring 
conversations and a commitment to leading our industry by example in this space. And while 
many in the professional world may underestimate the impact of the restaurant/food service 
industry, I am so proud to see and impact so many emerging leaders; import conversations; 
and ways in which individuals are advancing themselves and their communities to a better and 
brighter tomorrow. It is a privilege to work with our teams in this space, and it would be an 
honor to be acknowledged for our HR practices on behalf of the incredible people that make 
up our company. 
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Name: Celeste Warren

Job Title: VP, HR and Global Diversity and Inclusion Center of Excellence

Company: Merck

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/celeste-warren-3728784/


Professional Bio: Celeste Warren is Vice President, Human Resources & Global Diversity and 
Inclusion Center of Excellence. In this dual role, she has responsibility for the strategic and 
operational Human Resources support of Merck's Global Legal, Compliance, Communications, 
Population Health, Patient Health and Global Public Policy Organizations. As the leader for 
Merck’s Global Diversity and Inclusion Center of Excellence, she is responsible for working with 
Merck’s global leaders to advance and embed diversity and inclusion as a strategic approach 
to maximize business performance and create a competitive advantage. Ms. Warren joined 
Merck in 1997 and has held numerous positions of increasing responsibility within its Human 
Resources organization. Most recently, she was the Vice President, Human Resources for 
Merck’s Manufacturing Division and Global Labor Relations and US Employee Relations Center 
of Excellence. During her tenure at Merck, Ms. Warren has supported various businesses and 
corporate staff functions and has held positions of increasing responsibility. Prior to joining 
Merck in 1997, Celeste worked for nine years in Human Resources at Kraft Foods, Inc. and 
General Foods.. She has been honored with many awards, including Black Enterprise’s Top 
Executives in Global Diversity and Inclusion, National Diversity Council’s “Most Powerful and 
Influential Women of Pennsylvania”, she was named one of the '21 Leaders for the 21st 
Century” and Diversity Global’s “2017 Influential Women in Global Diversity.” Celeste attended 
the University of Kentucky where she earned her B.S. degree. She received her Masters 
Degree from Carnegie Mellon University. She is the wife of John Warren and the mother of two 
children, Christina-Celeste (17) and John Steven, Jr. (15). 

Additional Submitted Information: Celeste Warren fights tirelessly for diversity and inclusion 
and not because it has been her role as the Chief Diversity Officer for Merck, but because over 
the last 25 years, she has use her own personal and professional experiences to drive diversity 
and inclusion. She consistently makes courageous decisions to drive D&I throughout her 
company, but she also strives to change the business landscape across the world. Working 
with her colleagues both within Merck and outside of Merck in other organizations, she 
consistently looks for ways to transform, integrate diversity and inclusion into our policies, 
practices, businesses and operations. She believes in servant leadership and works to build 
relationships to meet people where they are in her quest for equity across all dimensions of 
diversity.  
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Name: Clarence Foster

Job Title: SVP, Human Resources

Company: MedMen Enterprises

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/clarence-foster-973786b/


Professional Bio: Experience: Worked for Medmen since October 2017; Nissan as a senior 
leader supporting over 10,000 employees; Yamaha Motor Manufacturing as VP, HR supporting 
5000 employees; L’Oreal as Sr. Leader supporting Consumer Products group in NJ/NYC; 
McDonald’s supplier GSF as a Senior leader supporting a food manufacturer. Education: Keller 
Graduate School in Human Resource Management Kentucky State University in Management 

Additional Submitted Information: * Created Engagement strategies around Executive Chats, 
Roundtables, Focus Groups and Anniversary/Luncheons. * Within initial 30 days, redesigned 
the HR department focused on customer service, strategic values and branding. * Designed a 
“Recognition Committee” to focus on standards, methodology, consistency and Nissan Values. 
* Championed three People Development Committee that focused on Individual Development 
Plans/Succession Planning. * Established a floor Human Resource Audit system to improve 
Engagement and Branding with 95% Audit Rate. * Utilized over 20 process mapping to 
improve disability, HRIS, payroll, benefits and Talent Acquisition. * Leader of Post-Union 
strategic action plans with a 75% completion rate, out of over 500 Action Items. * Member of 
several Process Improvement/Service Excellence teams that improved EBITDA by $5 million. * 
Optimized over 20 SOP’s in Human Resource Management; utilized document control system 
for easy access. * Leveraged absenteeism to single digits (3%) by mastering point system and 
outsourcing FMLA admin. (outsourced BCBS). * Created legal adjudication guidelines for HRM, 
Benefit Administration and Anti-terrorism Risk Management. * Expanded Retention vision with 
Exit Interviews, tracking and analysis; resulting in a 30% retention improvement. * Translated 
strategic & tactical business plans to Human Resource operational plans in a HR Scorecard 
format. * Provided recruiting themes to reduce “over 90 days” requisitions to zero through 
meticulous audits. * Knowledge of recruiting full life/desk cycle including salary trends, 
relationship management & due diligence. * Reduced turnover rate by 3% by resolving 
employee issues & using formal exit interview process. * Improved H.R. KPI’s by 40% in the 
areas of Workers’ Compensation, FMLA, Payroll, HRIS and employee turnover.  
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Name: Deborah Moroz

Job Title: Chief HR Officer

Company: Health-Ade Kombucha

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/deborahmorozjd/


Professional Bio: Deborah Moroz, JD, SPHR, SHRM-SPC Chief HR Officer, Health-Ade LLC 
Results-oriented strategic HR executive with extensive experience leading a wide variety of 
Human Resource functions. Proven track record of building high- performance Human 
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Resources teams that support employer, departmental and individual goals. Expert on HR 
producing an ROI, employee engagement, workplace culture, visions, missions and values. 
Senior HR leader who specializes in supporting organizations through change, including during 
times of growth, turbulence, mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures. Trusted coach to both 
executives and employees. As an HR consultant, advised 83+ employers about strategic 
Human Resource matters. HR expert witness and employment law practices serve as 
foundation for emphasis on litigation prevention and compliance. Outstanding communication 
skills, transparent style, and value for candor are basis for exceptional professional brand. Life-
long learner of business, HR and leadership. Adept at using data to create vision infused, 
values-based workforces. Proven ability to produce excellent results while simultaneously 
managing multiple complex projects. 

Additional Submitted Information: An organizational development and culture guru, Deborah 
Moroz, CHRO at Health-Ade, specializes in supporting fast-paced organizations in building 
high performance teams, navigating change, and achieving an ideal workplace culture. After 26 
years of serving organizations as an HR expert witness, employment attorney, workplace 
investigator, consultant, HR executive and/or corporate counsel, Deborah possesses an 
expansive understanding of “Better than Best” HR practices. Deborah joined Health-Ade in 
October 2018, and already has made impactful change and implemented programs such as: 
weekly manager training for brewery leadership, company-wide monthly trainings including 
topics such as Change Management and Career Development, re-designing the goals and 
bonus program, prioritizing safety and reducing workplace injuries, and increasing employee 
engagement through surveys and recognition programs. She’s also worked to improve the 
company’s professional brand by creating a world-class onboarding process, influencing 
Health-Ade’s online presence, coaching key leaders on communication and management, and 
through multiple speaking engagements at conferences within the beverage industry, wellness 
space, and Human Resources. Deborah has elevated engagement, morale, and culture at 
Health-Ade, and has quickly proven to be an invaluable member of the executive team and 
company. Her candid communication and ability to identify risks, remove roadblocks, and 
uncover and boost hidden talents are unmatched. Deborah has a true passion for people and 
her profession, and being only 7 months in since joining Health-Ade, she’s just getting started!  
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Name: Debra Radish-Respess

Job Title: Executive Coach

Company: Invisible Horizons Coaching and Consulting LLC

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/dradishrespess/


Professional Bio: Debbie’s career has focused on developing and executing targeted business 
initiatives that drive customer growth and achieve business objectives. Her expertise includes 
strategy, compliance, acquisitions, talent management, policies/procedures, organizational 
development, employee relations, employee benefits and retirement plans. She’s a highly 
effective communicator with proven ability to facilitate her clients building long-term 
relationships across internal and external customer environments built with integrity, 
confidence and trust. Most recently, Debbie served as the vice president of human resources 
for a global, Tier 1 automotive manufacturer. In addition, she has experience in transportation, 
logistics, business process improvement, supply chain management and operations. Debbie is 
a servant leader at heart and leads by example. She believes that developing a team’s 
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strengths, empowering employees and providing a strategic and achievable vision provides a 
solid foundation for organizational success. 

Additional Submitted Information: I'm Here For You I'm Debbie Radish-Respess and my goal 
as an experienced Leadership, Executive, and Business Coach is to help you re-imagine your 
life and let go of thoughts and behaviors that undermine your success, so that a renewed and 
fulfilled you can emerge. With extensive experience in Leadership and Executive Coaching and 
a history of client success, my individualized approach will help you attain your goals. 
Professionalism and Experience As a professionally trained and experienced Coach, I have the 
tools and understanding to help you to create the life you imagine and get a renewed sense of 
self. I can help you change your perception of life so that it is filled with vitality and enthusiasm. 
Supportive Journey Committing to a healthier lifestyle is just that – a commitment, and it’s a big 
one that will take a lot a dedication. But believe me when I tell you it will be worth it. My 
personal commitment is to provide you with accountability, understanding and support while 
accomplishing lasting growth.  
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Name: Dhanya Rajeswaran

Job Title: Director - Human Resources

Company: Accenture

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/dhanyarajeswaran/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QrT0Dd1QqC2N4veBuyptgwDRCimvE9mq/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: CAREER HIGHLIGHTS Currently, the Head of HR for 
Accenture Digital, Accenture Strategy/ Consulting network, Accenture Corporate Functions in 
India, with employee strength of ~8000 and a team size of ~70 HR professionals. Have created 
several ‘first in class’ and ‘best in class’ HR practices and enabled Accenture India to be 
recognized, both within the global Accenture world as well as Indian industry Significant 
partnership & influence externally (with industry bodies, ILO, Govt. of India etc) and internally 
across functions both within HR such as Recruiting, Comp & Ben, Employee relations, HR BPs 
as well as Marketing, Legal, workplace teams, Wellness, employee safety etc to drive tangible 
impact in positioning Accenture as the employer of choice Several examples of ahead of the 
curve (of atleast 18 months) pro-activeness in policy and process design that enabled 
Accenture not only be compliant but lead the market on labour and regulatory changes 
impacting employers in India (Maternity, Adoption, surrogacy leave policy, LGBT same sex 
partner benefits, Transgender - gender reassignment surgery benefits, child care provisions just 
to name a few) Shifted the needle on ensuring a culture anchored in core values and ethics 
where everyone makes their conduct count. (Also won a global industry award for Accenture 
India) Truly global exposure during my stint as the Global I&D strategy lead (across 60 
Accenture countries), reporting to the global Chief leadership officer and the Global Inclusion 
and Diversity Lead. Hands on experience in creating and leading large employee resource 
groups AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS RECEIVED • Recognized in the “50 most Influential HR 
Leaders in Tech” by World HRD Congress • “Being Greater Than Award” for demonstrating 
leadership & results on achieving the Talent Ambition of becoming the Most Inclusive and 
Diverse organization in the world. (2 years in a row) • Recipient of “HR Innovation award”; “Trail 
Blazer” award for design and implementation of the Leadership Potential Identification process 
at Accenture, India • Accenture “HR Innovation award” for the design of Executive Capability 
framework • Recipient of the “Trail Blazer” award for design of the new Career Counselling 
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program • Awarded the “Best Career counsellor” across the Enterprise workforce for Accenture 
India • “A” Team award for creating market leading Women in Leadership program • “A” Team 
award for Performance Achievement transformation • “A” Team award for leading India 
Business Talent Strategy • “A” Team award for redefining employee experience through 
“myExperience” program  
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Name: Donna Manchester

Job Title: President

Company: Manchester HR Consulting LLC

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/donnamanchester/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WTWL93Kwnm8lPnioeGTdiTObNfme7Hga/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: In my global HR roles, I served as member of the 
corporate executive team for five firms, leading domestic and international HR operations. 
Some of my achievements in that role include: Implemented full-scale HR operations for 
subsidiaries in India, Canada, the U.K., Australia, New Zealand, and the Netherlands; 
mothballed HR operations in Germany. Led HR due diligence and implementation for multiple 
domestic and international acquisitions. Led the HR roll-out of a new line of business (a 
research center) in India. Conceptualized and launched a new service offering (an accelerated 
HRIS system evaluation). Launched start-up HR operations for several organizations. Led HR 
for 3 private equity owned companies whose agendas were high growth and/or preparation for 
sale.  
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Name: Dynasti Hunt

Job Title: VP, Talent

Company: EducationSuperHighway

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/dynastihunt/


Professional Bio: Dynasti is a leader in the Talent Development space with over 15 years of 
experience leading Human Resources teams and coaching CEOs, Leaders, and Executive 
Leadership Teams across the country in both the for-profit and non-profit sectors. In her 
current role as VP, Talent at EducationSuperHighway (ESH), Dynasti leads all Talent initiatives, 
primarily focused on developing ESH’s amazing team and ensuring they have all of the support 
needed to be change makers in the social justice community. She is certified MBTI, Strengths 
Finder, and 360 Coach as well as a Group Fitness Instructor and is able to teach leaders how 
to also incorporate a healthy balance across all aspects of their life. Her ability to coach, in 
multiple areas, allow for her to bring a unique lense to how individuals can overall grow 
professionally and personally. Dynasti believes that all leaders are defined by pivotal moments 
and experiences that allow for them to make significant changes that lead to greater outcomes, 
stronger results, and most important, larger impact for the greater community in which they 
work and live in.
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Name: Eric Hutcherson

Job Title: Chief Human Resources Officer

Company: NBA

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/erichutcherson/


Professional Bio: Eric Hutcherson leads the NBA’s Human Resources department, managing 
a team that drives the NBA’s global workforce strategy built on a commitment to attracting, 
retaining, developing and engaging top talent for the NBA, WNBA, NBA G League and NBA 2K 
League. With a focus on people, culture and innovation, Hutcherson is responsible for leading 
global projects, processes and analytics that address business needs. He partners with the 
leagues’ senior leadership to enable, empower and develop employees in 13 U.S. and 
international offices guided by the league’s strategic direction.


Prior to joining the NBA in July 2014, Hutcherson was Managing Director and Chief HR Officer 
for the U.S. and Canada Division of Marsh, a leading global insurance brokerage firm. Before 
that, he held several leadership positions at Mercer, a financial services and human resource 
consulting firm, including Chief Human Resources Officer - Americas, and Global Leader for 
Mercer’s Outsourcing and Global Operations and Shared Services businesses. 

Earlier in his career, he worked for Foot Locker and served as Assistant Director of Public 
Relations for the Boston Celtics. 


Outside of the NBA, Hutcherson is a motivational speaker and created a career development 
training program, “Say Yes to Success”.  He serves on the Board of Councilors for the USC 
Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism, the Senior Advisory Council for the 
National Association of African Americans in HR, and the Executive Board for Covenant House.

Hutcherson earned a bachelor’s degree in Political Science from New York University and a 
master’s degree in Sports Management and Administration from the University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst. He resides in NYC with his wife Linda and their two sons, Austin and 
Myles. 


Additional Submitted Information: Eric Hutcherson and his team have taken on the challenge 
to transform the NBA culture to exemplify its persona to fans. “We are really looking to make 
this place more engaging, more exciting and even more collaborative,” Hutcherson says. 
“While it’s a very prestigious organization, we’re always on a quest to be better than we 
currently are.” Under his leadership, the Human Resources function is shaping the culture and 
driving the conditions for the ultimate NBA employee experience. Initiatives have included: • 
Shoring up Total Rewards to bring them more in line with the market and business needs. The 
NBA believes that our employee’s physical, financial and emotional well-being enables us to 
better fulfill “Our Calling” to “Compete with Intensity, Lead with Integrity and Inspire play.” • 
Concentrating on inclusion initiatives. Diversity and inclusion are central to our game, and we 
believe that they are catalysts for innovation. We know that our business is stronger when we 
leverage our differences to generate more and better ideas, sparking innovation that further 
connects us to our fans and our communities. While our diversity and inclusion is a strength, 
our goal is to move from a diversity reflex to an inclusion instinct. • Implementing a Career Plan. 
Consisting of both a career framework and pay and performance systems, the Career Plan 
allows us to consistently assess our talent and offer employees insight into how to grow and 
take advantage of opportunities throughout the organization. The NBA Career Plan will help us 
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maintain the right conditions for great talent to rise to the top. • Expanding HR operations and 
introducing an analytics function. Under Hutcherson, the role of HR at the NBA continues to 
change from one of administration and functional/tactical tasks to a more strategic role. Our 
partners recognize us as the engine that drives performance throughout the organization. As 
such, we are focusing on increasingly connecting leaders and employees to the experiences, 
tools and insights that will help them achieve greatness. • Introducing more flexibility for time 
off and caring for family. We increased parenting leave and introduced caregiving leave, which 
allows employees to get paid time off to care for family members in need. We also began the 
NBA Assist program which allows employees to have more flexibility with work arrangements. • 
Making vacation policies more competitive. The NBA calendar season is demanding: four 
leagues, eighty-two games—not counting the playoffs, plus All-Star games, summer leagues, 
drafts, Global Games, Jr. NBA events, and the organization’s work in the community. So, 
Hutcherson and the NBA’s leadership introduced sabbaticals. On top of employees’ allotted 
vacation time, those who have worked at the league for ten years get an additional four weeks 
off, fully paid. “We all have greatness inside us,” Hutcherson says. “Our players, our leaders 
and our employees. My goal is to assist in helping unleash that collective greatness to make 
the NBA be that great place to work.  
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Name: Erica Duncan 

Job Title: Vice President, Regional CHRO

Company: Trinity Health

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/erika-duncan-0190ba9a/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QZ2kCphHgatSssWwUL3eO40E3i0B5R8e/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: Human Resources, organization development, and 
coaching others in the area of leadership is my passion. I have the distinct honor of being part 
of Trinity Health and I have been blessed to experience so much. I moved from Michigan to 
New York and joined a health care organization of approximately 4800 colleagues and in less 
than 4 short years later, I now have the pleasure of working with multiple facilities, serve on the 
national executive HR team, and have HR responsibility for approximately 30,000 colleagues. 
We are transforming a transactional, reactive function to be innovative, data driven, disrupting, 
and even cutting edge. The work is hard, the challenges keep coming, the hurdles are big, but 
the reward is priceless. My joy is to be able to watch staff grow, to be part of process change, 
to transform outcomes. We have been able to bring data to operational partners for them to 
make decisions that affect patient care. We have transformed how we staff and schedule. We 
have used technology to launch a single platform for colleague data. We have become a 
innovative partner by transforming a compensation program to be proactive, strategic, and 
creative to attract and retain talent. Talent acquisition is a process that requires standardization 
and room for unique culture. Engagement needs to be prioritized to ensure a culture of safety 
and zero harm. All of these things have been accomplished while also tackling strategy, 
diversity, and leadership development. I'm most proud of the structural org design changes 
and change leadership I have been able to be a part of. Leading through disruption is 
challenging and can be discouraging but I know that direct, honest, and kind communication is 
necessary for talent to feel valued and honored. You may ask how we have been able to tackle 
so many challenges in a few short years. The answer is in the team members. To assemble and 
retain an amazing group of loyal talent that is not traditional in an HR team. We have an 
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engineer, an informaticists, a few nurses, an IT manager, several HR backgrounds, and 
innovative experiences that make up a savvy team that cannot just identify problems, but 
proactively solve them. They are also energized by empowering leaders and staff with data, 
answers, and facts. This team has tackled challenge after challenge and I'm honored to be 
their leader. My philosophy is to lead by example, to be willing to do anything I ask them to do. 
My goal is to ensure exposure and visibility for the team and leaders that work in my group. 
Propping others up and showcasing their talent is what makes me stronger. Leadership is 
about ownership, tenacity, humble willingness to try, to fail, to experiment, to try again and to 
celebrate the success of others. I'm so blessed to have opportunity, to get to challenge myself 
and others in 1) people 2) process and 3) technology every day. There is always a way. Get me 
to yes....we got this!!  
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Name: James Sims

Job Title: VP HR

Company: Polk Mechanical Company

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/hrguy/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VLmQ3rT3nJnBp4_JRsj4otFjkd1aVEti/view?
usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: As a human resources professional people find me to be a 
proactive, dedicated, and forward thinking collaborator. My 19 years of HR experience include 
15 years of strategic human resources leadership in multiple industries including health care 
(Dental/Post Acute/Hospice), manufacturing (Oil & Gas/Medical Devices), technology 
(Interactive Agency/Web Development/Software Design), Commercial Construction, within for 
profit and non-profit. I desire to work where the human resources function is seen as a 
strategic value add for the business. I am the type of HR person that loves the strategic side, 
can accomplish the tactical responsibilities, and loves to work with leaders to reach the highest 
goal feasible for the team. I generally won’t ask someone who reports to me to do something 
alone, that I’ve never done. Instead, I’ll ask that they chair the project and we go through 
everything together, with me as a resource on their team. We both learn, they get all the credit. 
Key recent wins: • As the HR Leader for a food tech start-up/expansion into the US market I 
helped grow the team from 10 to 480 associates in 6 months, launched 12 cities including San 
Francisco, Seattle, Chicago, New York City, Dallas, Austin, Denver, and Philadelphia). Handled 
all legal planning and created nationwide handbook, benefits, payroll, and vendor 
management. • Successfully defended against a unionization effort from the Teamsters through 
solid employee relations techniques within a chemical manufacturing company. • Kept HR in 
lockstep with an established business that jumped into growth mode and expanded capacity 
by 500% in three years. Created and led the development of a performance management tool 
that measured the production workforce efficiency. • Successfully negotiated decreases to 
benefits expenses and 401k plans seven years in a row. • Eliminated wasteful practices inside 
of recruiting that saved over $450k in one year. • Negotiated with the State of Texas for $1.8M 
in incentives for company expansion. I am best suited for a position that will leverage my 
background of 19 years in Human Resources in varying positions from HR Assistant to VP of 
HR. I have obtained the SPHR certification, the SHRM-SCP certification, an MBA and an MS 
from University of Texas at Dallas, and a bachelor’s degree in Sociology from Sam Houston 
State University. Attached you will find my resume and I encourage you to contact me if you 
have any questions. I have been in a leadership role and feel that my abilities are strongest 
when placed in an environment of collaboration with other organizational leaders. I am a solid 
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communicator, great management trainer, a trusted adviser to the CEO, and very approachable 
for the general staff. I get bought in to the organization and I lead by example. Let’s talk today. 
Thank you very much, James Sims 469-951-8256james.m.sims@gmail.comhttp://
www.linkedin.com/in/hrguy  
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Name: James Ward

Job Title: Chief People Officer

Company: FormulaFolio Investments, LLC

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-ward-hr/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBcjn3899EA8Q7b-2Pt0jpiNmAx7peyv/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: At FormulaFolios, we have been on the Inc 500 fastest 
growing companies list for three years in a row. We boast an employee net promoter score of 
74 and were recently recognized as one of the Best and Brightest Companies to work for in the 
nation by the National Association for Business Resources. While at FormulaFolios, James is 
tasked with transitioning a fast-growing company from the startup phase to the scale-up phase 
in preparation for a Series A Growth Equity phase; as a result, James created the Product/
Project Management Office to ensure aligned internal and external communications while 
maintaining the path toward disrupting the financial management industry for the better. 
FormulaFolios has created a culture called Doing Good...Doing Good by its Employees, 
Clients, Community, and the Industry at large. As we achieve signification company milestones, 
we celebrate with unique team-building activities geared toward fun/celebration, and also with 
volunteering in the community. James also recently led the completion efforts toward B-Corp 
Certification at FormulaFolios (currently under review). Company-wide voluntary turnover is 
<5%, with the overwhelming majority of those exits as a result of team members simply 
moving out of state toward warmer weather (it gets pretty cold in Western Michigan!). At 
Daymon, James was tasked with being the Corporate-wide HR Leader for the transformation 
activities during due diligence and post-acquisition activities with Bain Capital. James was also 
tasked with being one of the five key business leaders tasked with the dissolution and re-
creation of a joint venture between Daymon and Aeon, Japan's largest retailer, and the largest 
customer of Daymon. During his tenure at Daymon, James also oversaw the human capital 
communication and transition efforts after the loss of one of Daymon's top 5 customers. In this 
situation, the retailer was actively recruiting Daymon's talent and trying to disrupt Daymon's 
business model by attempting to create its own Private Label team, which coincidentally had 
the identical org. chart to Daymon's on-site team. During this event, James responded by an 
employee first approach, which ensured that the most critical talent was redeployed to other 
Daymon accounts. This approach resulted in a total retention of 87% of all team members 
staying within Daymon. These efforts led to James being nominated by the business leaders, 
and subsequently awarded as a company-wide Employee of the Quarter at Daymon (Daymon 
employed 55,000 employees worldwide at the time).  
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Name: Jeff Jasnoff

Job Title: Chief Human Resource Officer

Company: Kindred Healthcare

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffrey-jasnoff-7605948/


Professional Bio: Jeffrey M. Jasnoff serves as Kindred Healthcare’s Chief Human Resource 
Officer. With over 25 years of HR experience, including eight years at Kindred, Jeff possesses a 
depth and breadth of knowledge about our industry, company, and workforce that make him a 
natural fit for this important position in our organization. Jeff joined the company in 2010 as 
Senior Vice President of Human Resources for the Hospital Division. During his career with 
Kindred, Jeff has provided strong HR leadership for many areas of the company, including 
mergers and acquisitions, field HR support, talent acquisition and leadership development. His 
contributions have led to numerous improvements, most notably related to employee retention 
and engagement. 


Prior to Kindred, Jeff held national and international Human Resource leadership positions at a 
wide range of companies, including Subaru of America, Sunrise Senior Living, Manor 
Healthcare, and Clark Construction. He is a graduate of LaSalle University and holds a master’s 
of science degree in Organizational Psychology from Hahnemann University. Jeff is involved in 
several community organizations, including the Louisville Sport Commission, The National 
Kidney Foundation and the Jefferson County Community College. 

Additional Submitted Information: Jeff Jasnoff is an accomplished HR leader with more than 
25 years of experience. He currently serves as Kindred Healthcare’s Chief Human Resource 
Officer, a role he has held since October 2018. In this role, Jeff oversees all HR-related 
services. Jeff joined the company in 2010 as Senior Vice President of Human Resources for the 
Hospital Division. In 2013, he was named Senior Vice President of Human Resources 
Operations for the company. During his career with Kindred, Jeff has provided strong HR 
leadership for many areas of the company, including mergers and acquisitions, field HR 
support, talent acquisition and leadership development. Transformation: Jeff played a key role 
in overseeing all HR-related functions as Kindred transitioned from a public company to a 
privately held enterprise in 2018. The transaction not only involved working with new private-
equity owners, but also splitting the company to create two separate, standalone entities – 
Kindred Healthcare and Kindred at Home. Throughout this extremely complex process, Jeff’s 
leadership was instrumental in ensuring key employees were retained so both organizations 
were positioned for success going forward, and that integrity was maintained around all HR 
systems, processes, and policies. Prior to the transition, Kindred was one of the 105 largest 
private employers in the United States, with annual revenues of approximately $6.0 billion and 
approximately 85,300 employees providing healthcare services in 2,471 locations in 45 states. 
At the end of 2018, Kindred had revenues of approximately $3.3 billion and approximately 
35,700 employees providing healthcare services in 1,789 locations in 45 states. Culture/D&I: As 
Kindred’s business continues to evolve, Jeff is leading a cultural transformation within the 
organization that focuses on elevating company culture and championing initiatives related to 
diversity and inclusion. Through the introduction of a unified set of Core Values throughout the 
company, Jeff and his team are working to establish a culture that resonates with team 
members from all lines of business, in all roles, and at all levels of Kindred. In addition, Kindred 
has made great progress related to diversity and inclusion under Jeff’s leadership, including the 
implementation of an inclusion strategy, the formation of an Inclusion Council, and the ongoing 
development of companywide inclusion training. Reducing turnover: Kindred has been able to 
hold its own in a competitive marketplace for nurses. Turnover rates in the first quarter of 2019 
were down almost nine percentage points from 2015 and are currently at historic lows. This 
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reduction has come about in large part because Kindred has focused on improving its culture 
and emphasizing defined core values, an effort overseen by Jeff and his team. Jeff also has 
prioritized development opportunities for company leaders, especially those in clinical areas, 
which has in turn helped reduce nursing and therapist turnover and led to improved care of 
patients. Kindred has refined its selection process to be more clear and transparent about the 
work experience and culture at Kindred, resulting in new hires having a better onboarding 
experience. In addition, the company has spent time and put an enhanced focus on hiring the 
right candidates who will be a better long-term fit for Kindred.  
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Name: Joe Ilvento

Job Title: Chief Learning Officer

Company: Commvault

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/joe-ilvento-8a468/


Professional Bio: Joe Ilvento is the Chief Learning Officer and WW Director of Talent 
Development for Commvault. Working closely with the Global VP of Strategic Human 
Resources, he supports the leadership and development of Commvault employees worldwide. 
Joe has built and delivered a comprehensive learning ecosystem that spans a corporate 
university, classroom, various virtual and micro e-learning programs, smartphone, text 
message new hire onboarding, and various career development workshops that drive double 
digit increases in engagement scores. He is a two-time, CLO Magazine, Learning in Practice, 
Innovation Award winner, HR Icon Award Nominee, and has been cited in various training and 
development magazines and podcasts. His talent management contributions are recognized in 
a Gartner Corporate Executive Board Case Study and he is often asked to speak about his 
innovative approaches to learning, performance management and onboarding. Most recently, 
in May 2019, he was a keynote speaker at the TMA High Potential & Leadership Development 
Summit in Atlanta. In June, he will be speaking at Convergence San Diego, attended by over 
1,000 HR Professionals. He is also one of only three finalists for Cornerstone’s HR 
Transformation Award. Commvault’s Unlocking Potential talent management model is both 
effective and innovative and includes dynamically created individual development plans and 
learning paths. Joe willingly shares his knowledge with those that ask to include companies 
like E*Trade, Boston Consulting Group and Honeywell. Prior to Commvault, Joe was with 
Citigroup for 12 years where he served as the Director of Learning & Development for Citi’s 
Global Functions. Prior to that he led the Citi Professional Development Center of Excellence 
and was an executive coach for Citi’s Business Leadership Programs. Prior to Citi, Joe was a 
management and training consultant for Fortune 200 companies and government agencies to 
include the Treasury Department, US Military and CIA. Joe is a Certified Master Trainer and the 
author of three books, Nobody to Somebody, License to Sell, and License to Serve. He has a 
BS in Psychology and a Master’s degree in Education and e-Education. 

Additional Submitted Information: Joe is the definition of a strategic HR talent partner. His 
value to the business and his HR Business Partners comes in many forms from the creation of 
comprehensive, competency-based job profiles complete with behavioral based interview 
guides, automated skills profiles and development plans to award winning talent management 
processes. He is a certified Master Trainer who can write, develop and expertly facilitate a 
range of programs from onboarding new employees to C-suite interactive workshops. He is 
also a virtual and e-delivery pro with a Master's degree in Adult and Distance Education. He is 
a two-time winner of Chief Learning Officer’s Learning in Practice Award for Innovation and the 
author of three business books. For over 12 years, Joe served as a Director of Learning for 
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Citigroup (now Citibank) and learned to “scale” his solutions; his tool became the basis for the 
first global e-learning platform Citi offered to its 250,000+ employees. He has since gone on to 
create and deliver hundreds of e-based (award-winning) and live virtual programs that include 
break-out rooms, white boards, e-polling, and video green screens. One of Joe’s recent 
projects is the use of new hire onboarding smart phone technology. Joe has developed an 
onboarding program that engages the new hire from the moment the offer letter is accepted, 
through day one, and 6 months post hire. Bottom line: the manager and the company look like 
rock stars – cementing the New Hire’s decision to join. Imagine getting a personal text 
message from your manager within hours of accepting an offer welcoming you to the team, 
introducing you to the company, its values, links to a few videos, and even having your favorite 
afternoon snack delivered to your desk on day one. Joe is currently working on incorporating 
virtual reality 360-degree photos into the recruiting process to “literally” place the candidate 
into the picture. This approach will give new meaning to the word “placement” what it “looks 
like to work here” when recruiting candidates. In 2016, Joe won the CLO Magazine Learning 
Practice Innovation Award for the development of a six-question performance management 
process that instantly and visually maps company talent into a 3-dimensional grid (upper right 
= high performer/potential/values). A performance review process that traditionally took hours 
to complete was reduced to minutes. Recent enhancements include the ability to enter live 
coaching notes (during calibration sessions) and create and assign individual development 
plans (IDPs). What’s cool is the ability to visually map an individual, a team, and roll up an entire 
department or division (up to 500 people) on a single talent map that can be filtered in real time 
to view high potentials, flight risks, and low performers. One hundred percent of the firm is 
using this tool with tremendous success for succession planning, high potential development 
plans, and difficult conversations. We have shown how the process, coupled with development 
conversations drive double digit increases in employee engagement scores. Gartner/Corporate 
Executive Board (CEB) has profiled it as a Best Practice Case Study and it continues to be one 
of their more requested downloads. In 2018, Joe received another Chief Learning Officer 
Manager, Innovation Award for his work in creating dynamic and automated skills development 
profiles and individual development plans. Working closely with the business, Joe helps them 
craft a job role competency profile to include associated development actions based on a 
range of proficiency levels (i.e., entry level to expert). He automated the entire process (only 
taking 15 minutes to complete) that provides a comprehensive skills review, coaching profile to 
include specific coaching behaviors/actions, on the job (and stretch) assignments, and formal 
training all in the form of a written individual development plan that can be progress tracked for 
manager and employee check-in conversations. It’s empowering to employees and managers 
alike. Career development conversations were always difficult – until now. Upon completion, 
the result is a graphical report and map of the various skillets associated with the 
competencies, where the employee meets or exceeds expectations, and areas where 
development is needed. Joe is top in his field and continues to innovate, lead and transform 
human resources for strategic partners and decision makers.  
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Name: Julie Abel

Job Title: VP L&D

Company: SAP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-abel-hunt-0992091/


Professional Bio: Provide thought leadership and execution support around all aspects of 
talent development • Focus on organizational growth by driving strategies to support the 
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implementation of key initiatives • Manage, advocate for and design development with 
emphasis on experiences, education, enablement and exposure, supporting business results • 
Deliver world-class employee-wide experiences for leadership, talent, strategy, career 
development, and people sustainability to SAP's 95,000 employees • Use data, knowledge and 
guidance to help people adapt, innovate and succeed • Co-create experiences and 
enablement with Employees (design thinking, internal / external analysis, assessments, social 
listening, consulting) tied to broader TLL and HR strategy • Develop strong pool of experts and 
leaders providing realistic experiences given their “time to learn” • Create more personalized 
experiences to empower and prepare our workforce for the future, shaping and strengthening 
our culture of learning Recent awards: Brandon Hall 2018 Excellence awards for Best Unique 
or Innovative Leadership Development Program. 2016 CLO Magazine top ranking Learning 
Elite winner. Recognized as #1 Learning and Development organization of 2013 by the 
Elearning! Media Group in the Performance Excellence category. Chief Learning Officer 2013 
Gold, Business Impact Award. 2013 Brandon Hall Gold recipient for best Sales Onboarding 
and Learning Measurement programs. Work with geographically dispersed, cross-functional, 
cross-cultural, virtual teams. Received M.A. in Adult Education, Concentration in Workplace 
Learning from Columbia University, June 1998. Specialties: Learning culture, L&D "brand", 
leadership development, employee engagement and learning strategy, performance 
improvement and measurement Retaining Top Talent, How to keep HIPOs engaged when there 
aren’t enough promotions to go around publication dateJan 30, 2019 publication 
descriptionOnConference publication descriptionHow do we retain high performers when there 
simply aren’t enough promotions to go around? How do we keep them engaged and feeling 
valued when rewarding them monetarily isn’t so much of an option? Are we doing enough to 
support our workforce at the right times in their careers so they keep contributing? Other 
author Eliza Hines See publication Retaining Top Talent, How to keep HIPOs engaged when 
there aren’t enough promotions to go aroundSee publication publication titleBuilding a 
Leadership Development Mindset publication dateJun 14, 2018 publication 
descriptionOnConferences publication descriptionA strategic investment in leadership 
development provides simplification and clarity. When leaders are prepared in a consistent 
manner, we can create a strong, engaged workforce securing leadership as a competitive 
differentiator. This session reviews how to build a successful leadership learning structure from 
the inside out. Including building the business case, culture, KPIs, analysis, design and delivery 
models as well as meaningful metrics. See publication Building a Leadership Development 
MindsetSee publication publication titleLeaders Who Listen and Learn: A Quick Fix to 
Strengthening Team Development and Growth publication dateMar 7, 2017 publication 
descriptionTrainingIndustry.Com publication descriptionEvery interaction leaders have with 
their team members impacts trust, engagement, retention, innovation and much more. 
Learning how to lessen the impulse to respond immediately is important as a leader. The urge 
to dive right in and fix a problem is strong, but resist the temptation! Here are eight things that 
you can do to support your team in better decision-making, independence and development. 
See publication Leaders Who Listen and Learn: A Quick Fix to Strengthening Team 
Development and GrowthSee publication publication titleWays to Boost Employee 
Engagement in the Digital Era publication dateMar 2, 2017 publication descriptionChief 
Learning Officer Magazine publication descriptionDigital transformation is an urgent imperative. 
Today’s talent are either shifting to, or have already become, digital natives. These employees 
expect a collaborative, flexible, high energy, purposeful and inclusive workplace. Companies 
that get digital leadership right perform better in the marketplace and have happier, more 
engaged employees. See publication Ways to Boost Employee Engagement in the Digital 
EraSee publication. 

Additional Submitted Information: Julie Abel-Hunt has over 25 years of experience in the 
field of learning. She looks after strategic business development and learning design, 
development, execution and business impact responsibilities for many of the programs 



delivered to SAP’s 95,000 employees. In her current role, Julie partners with the HR Center of 
Excellence to deliver world-class employee-wide learning programs for leadership, talent 
management, career development, and people sustainability. Julie is interested in executing 
learning programs that build alignment, capabilities and mindset, to help develop great leaders 
and teams. She focuses on driving more consistent learner experiences as well as using using 
metrics and measurement to track business impact of learning programs through SAPs 
Success Map Learning solution. Previously, Julie led the delivery team for Sales University at 
SuccessFactors including pre-sales and sales enablement. Prior to SuccessFactors, Julie was 
a Director of sales learning and development at HP and senior manager of learning 
development at Sun Microsystems. Julie earned an MA with an emphasis in adult learning and 
continuing education, concentration in Workplace Learning from Columbia University in New 
York City, NY. Julie now lives in sunny Boulder, CO with her husband and two boys.  
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Name: Julie Bank

Job Title: SVP, Human Resources

Company: Brighton Health Plan Solutions

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-bank-sphr-b8b52132/


Professional Bio: Julie Bank leads the people strategy for Brighton Health Plan Solutions a 
health care enablement company bringing tangible innovation to the New York tri-state region 
through its Create® and MagnaCare brands. After 15 years managing all aspects of HR for 
growing businesses, she’s known as a valued HR Business Partner who drives change while 
creating an environment for talent to thrive. During her tenure with Create’s parent company 
Brighton Health Plan Solutions (formerly MagnaCare), Julie has played the role of valued 
strategic advisor during times of significant change, including cultural integration, transforming 
business models, and the onboarding of a new CEO and executive team. Prior to leading HR 
for Brighton Health Plan Solutions, Julie was a Regional HR Manager for an IT Consulting Firm. 
She holds Labor Relations Program/Contract Administration and Collective Bargaining 
Certificates from Cornell University – ILR School and a Bachelors Degree in Business 
Administration and Management from University at Buffalo.


Additional Submitted Information: Julie Bank, people strategy leader for the Goldman Sachs-
backed start-up health enablement company, Brighton Health Plan Solutions, has built a 19-
year career by playing the role of valued strategic advisor and workforce rainmaker. At a time 
when the talent war is raging and her organization is at crucial tipping point, she is building an 
exceptional team and a remarkable environment in which it can thrive. In 2018, Julie 
successfully recruited 60 outstanding candidates, 20 percent of whom filled leadership 
positions, for a promising—though not yet proven—organization. How does she 
persuade top candidates to make the leap from brand name, Fortune 500 organizations to the 
relative unknown? Her strategy is built around establishing emotional connection and 
unleashing contagious enthusiasm. Julie’s unique ability to connect with candidates has led to 
tremendous success for acquiring new talent at BHPS. A talent acquisition strategy that is 
closely tied to her company’s mission, vision, and values has yielded greater success and 
results as the team continues to grow. The excitement hardly ends once she gets a candidate 
to ‘yes.’ The onboarding program Julie has designed engages candidates from the moment 
they sign on with BHPS to their first sixty days within the organization. With Julie’s leadership, 
candidates become believers, which helps them transition them to successful employees with 
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meaningful relationships within the organization. Another cornerstone of Julie’s dynamic work 
at BHPS is benefits. In recent years, Julie has enhanced company’s program to spark 
engagement and boost satisfaction among employees by implementing and promoting a new 
and different flagship health plan product to her workforce. Today, Julie is the proud architect 
of a health benefits strategy with meaningful choice on providers and coverage, which saves 
the company and employees money and raises the quality of the care. This work has lead to 
increased engagement and a better understanding of the value of health benefits and 
outcomes across all business lines.  
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Name: Karla Younger

Job Title: VP, HR Services

Company: Coca-Cola Business Services North America

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/karla-younger-760555b/


Professional Bio: Karla Younger is the vice president of HR Services for Coca-Cola Business 
Services North America where she is accountable for human resource services and 
transformation. She has been in shared services for 18 years and has contributed to the Coca-
Cola system for 24 years in total. During her tenure, Karla has launched Payroll Shared 
Services within Coca-Cola Enterprises’ Finance Shared Services start-up, led the North 
American HR Shared Services operations at launch, and contributed to the start-up of a multi-
function Business Services organization within Coca-Cola Refreshments. Karla is committed to 
a continuous focus on improving efficiency and effectiveness and delivering value to 
customers. 

Additional Submitted Information: I developed my experience in Finance and HR shared 
services start ups and operations with a focus on delivering value through productivity 
initiatives, enhanced customer experience, and building client relationships. I assisted with 
turning an internal company shared services organization into an external supporting business 
services model while running HR operations during the Coca-Cola system refranchising in 
North America. The personal growth and development for myself and my team has been 
immeasurable with these experiences. I often use the lessons learned to make improvements 
going forward and I'm transparent with my team and clients on where improvement is needed. 
I introduced a Business Process Management solution to our organization and am currently the 
executive sponsor. On behalf of our Business Services organization, I submitted for the Shared 
Services & Outsourcing Network's (SSON) Value Creation award and won it in 2018. I also was 
the connection point for SSON recognizing our organization in the Top 20 Most Admired 
Shared Services Organizations for 2017 and 2018. My current focus is on acceleration of HR 
transformation using chatbots, robotic process automation, artificial intelligence, and new 
technologies to reduce HR cost and to provide an intuitive employee user experience. I'm also 
committed to the community through various charitable events and organizations and I'm the 
Board Chair of the Brandon, FL Boys & Girls Club. The business community is also an 
important focus for me. I often host site tours for conferences or visits from other companies 
who want to learn from our shared services experience. I stay connected with peers at other 
companies to continue to learn from them and share best practices along the way. I appreciate 
the chance to be considered for the Top 50 award.  
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Name: Kathleen Ochab

Job Title: VP HR

Company: Wyndham Destinations

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kathleenochab/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ughgcuZSjqIoCPt5gy4Hw207N-Bl9zvh/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: In addition the accomplishments listed in the biography, I 
spend a lot of time and to share my talents by helping others identify their strengths and 
achieve goals. Internally, I am often an Executive Coach to members of leadership. Externally, I 
help coach a youth mountain biking team and captain a annual 200 mile relay running team. I 
also find time to spend helping others with varying levels of disabilities regain confidence and 
re-engage in the workplace. Both my Myers Briggs and Emergenetics certifications help in 
many of these areas. Using a few of Gallup' strengths based leadership traits, being a 
maximizer, having high levels of empathy and strong communication skills have helped me 
relate and support the businesses strategic goals.  
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Name: Keith Mason 

Job Title: Managing Principal

Company: KAM Coaching and Consulting | Active executive coach engagements in parallel 
with leading search for next role

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/keithallenmason/


Professional Bio: File Uploads: *Executive BIO *CV LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/
keithallenmason Coaching and Consulting side gig: www.keithallenmason.com Resume ~ 24 
Years in Review -Senior Vice President Human Resources, Newell Brands -Chief Human 
Resource Officer, Pure Fishing -Senior Vice President Human Resources, Percepta (Ford Motor 
Company-TTEC) -Vice President, Human Resources (TTEC) Career Consulting and Academic 
Affiliations -College of Executive Coaching -Stanford University ~ Human Resource Executive 
Program (HREP) -University of Colorado (Psychology) -University of Colorado (Marketing) 
Professional Affiliations and Certifications -Certified Professional Coach (CPC) Certification -
International Coach Federation, Member -Society for Human Resource Management, Past Vice 
Chairman National Employee and Labor Relations Committee, former member Human Metrics 
Panel -National Academy of Human Resources, Chief Human Resource Officer Academy 
(Invitation Only)


CV: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rDU3e_wYuhVAQ7eHbby7YjgVEHNBftoV/view?
usp=sharing 


Additional Submitted Information: I was recently asked a question following a speech for a 
group of senior leaders: “Which of the following two words are more important: Actions or 
Results.” The “what” was easy. The “why” required a moment to pause before responding. It is 
that question shaping my approach to the request for submission of this essay to highlight 
career “accomplishments.”
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My CV is full of “results”. Always shared with a team, never about me and enabled by a unique 
career I continue to enjoy. The majority of the past 20 years at a corporate officer, C-Suite level, 
might be considered an accomplishment. Or successful transactions, ownership changes, 
functional initiatives supporting acceleration of business objectives, high growth creating 
opportunity, exceeding top-line sales milestones or EBITDA targets as % of sales…and yes, 
impactful programs enabling coworker development.

Yet, I will not remember those trophies, nor the ones that will follow. While not unimportant 
(yes, actions and results both matter), I am told, not unlike most of us, that who I am and how I 
make decisions and treat others has created the impact. What I know ~ I do have beliefs that 
are threaded into every area of my life.

I believe that:

• Regardless of the title on a business card or the size of an office, we are equally important as 
people.

• As senior leaders, we become increasingly unimportant and that it is everyone else who 
matters most. I also believe that, in our roles, what we say/don’t say, what we do/don’t do, how 
we respond/do not respond, has significant impact on others whether we like it or not. It’s part 
of the deal.

• While IQ is important to a certain degree and is respected, it is not what I admire. I admire 
those who are aware of themselves and of others. I believe that those who are purposeful in 
continuing to develop those attributes “win” in their ultimate ability to positively influence 
outcomes.

• Courage and compassion are not independent from one another. Rather, together they create 
a powerful combination inspiring excellence.

So, no list of initiatives, programs or % improvement metrics for me this time.

Oh yes, what was my answer to the question posed to me about actions or results? I believe 
that the feelings, emotions and beliefs created in others are based on conduct. My trophy 
comes from the feedback and kind comments about the positive difference made in lives of 
others, regardless of who they are, what they do, where they work.

Every day that passes, I am reminded of how much I do not know. I have hesitated completing 
this nomination essay for almost a month. Dislike any hint of self-promotion. However, if the 
content inspires anyone, even if only in your “selection committee” to stay true or to pause, 
then maybe it was worth the time to draft my reflections on your question. Best to all, be 
encouraged and continue to make a positive difference.
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Name: Kristin Gwinner

Job Title: CHRO

Company: Chico's FAS, Inc.

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kristin-gwinner/


Professional Bio: Kristin M. Gwinner is Chief Human Resources Officer for Chico's FAS, 
having joined the Company in December 2012. Ms. Gwinner has served Chico’s FAS, Inc. in 
several roles over the last 6 years, leading to her current position as CHRO. Ms. Gwinner joined 
Chico’s FAS initially as Vice President, Human Resources, followed by the role of Vice 
President of Talent, Development, and Diversity and Inclusion, before her promotion to Senior 
Vice President and then to CHRO. Previously, Ms. Gwinner served as head of human resources 
in the role of Vice President, Human Resources for PacSun, a specialty retailer that offers a 
cross-section of emerging brands and trending fashion based in Anaheim, California from 2010 
to 2012. Prior to joining PacSun, Ms. Gwinner served as Sr. Director, Human Resources for T-
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Mobile US, Inc. a national provider of wireless voice, messaging, and data services. During her 
12 years, she held numerous positions of increasing scope and worked through several 
mergers and acquisitions in the telecommunications industry. Ms. Gwinner holds a Masters in 
Human Resources Management from Troy State University, a Bachelor’s in Business 
Management from Florida State University and is SPHR certified. Ms. Gwinner currently serves 
on the Diversity and Inclusion and Human Resources Leadership Council of RILA, the Retail 
Industry Leaders Association. 

Additional Submitted Information: The CHRO role is so fun and there are endless possibilities 
of ways we can positively impact organizations. Kristin shares that being strategic and 
collaborative is imperative – evaluating and linking in ways to maximize the company strategy 
needs to be on a continuous cycle of think, plan and do. She starts by external evaluation – the 
opportunities and challenges for consideration including the economic, global and political 
environment that continues to change. Then, she looks to the specific sector, in this case the 
shifting Retail Landscape which includes channel proliferation, digital disruption and 
developments of personalization all influencing the intersection of digital and physical. Adding 
into that is the crowded apparel marketplace, emerging players and speed to market. 
Rounding that out is the workforce trends where wage pressures continue, unemployment 
remains low, gig economy is thriving, and the multi-generational workforce is essential. Overlay 
that to our internal organizational strategy to ensure we are providing the human capital plan to 
achieve the goals. Then, she puts the lens on it to ensure we are cultivating a culture that 
enhances delivering Most Amazing Personal Service to our Customers and Each Other. We 
have a filter that ensures it supports trust and transparency, promotes accountability and 
recognition, enhances talent acquisition, retention and development, and spurs innovation. 
Here are just a few examples of tactical implementations come out of working the strategic 
plan above: • Internal Gig Program – taking the concept of the external gig economy and 
utilizing it to maximize the talent and skills internally. Developed and launched in internal gig 
program that allow associates to sign up for a gig (short term assignment). This allow us to 
look beyond a person’s job title and helps us leverage the individual’s skills in multiple 
capacities. Putting resources where the work needs to be done and utilize the talents and 
interests of the associates. • Career Path Progression and Retention - Designed and developed 
a career path portal to help associates to see career possibilities. Visually represented several 
career path options for all areas of the organization that shows how a position title can take 
both traditional and non-traditional path. Shows how positions can be a feeder into a role, or 
an output to a different role, based on transferable skills. It introduces transparency because 
the job tile, description, pay scale for each potential role along the path is accessible. Still 
allowing for flexibility, this interactive site doesn’t have every possible option nor does an 
associate need to take only the positions in the flow we designed. We encourage conversation 
with their leader and human resources, so we know our associates aspirations and goals and 
can work together in achieving them. • Recognition and Engagement - Designed and 
developed an integrated internal recognition plan. It is multi-faceted – one part is a specific 
recognition pool of dollars provided to the Executive to utilize when and how each wants (spot 
bonus) through the year for their teams. In addition, we created and developed an internal 
intranet site that is full of ideas, tools, resources, for anyone in the organization to access so 
they have a toolkit of ideas at their fingertips. Also, there is a place they can send an internal 
email in the moment that is also posted, shared with the leader and the associate so we can 
celebrate each other. It is about personalizing the experience to the individual to make 
moments that matter. In the last year, initiatives like these have correlated to results of 15% 
increase of retention of top talent and increase of over 20% internal promotion rate.  
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Name: Laura Birk

Job Title: Vice President of Human Resources

Company: Barilla America, Inc.

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/laura-birk-sphr-6166843/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PpyZsoeAyT6Qx9g1_Co8uxhxPQBwkyxL/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: Creating a culture of leadership development, diversity 
and inclusion, and business empowerment that has led to the following results: turnover at 7% 
(in an industry that is more than double 17-18%), Perfect Score (100%) on the Human Rights 
Campaign for over 5 years, three years to close the gender pay gap, increasing under-
representation and minority representation through all recruiting efforts, and starting the talent 
pipeline earlier with a High School Work-study program. Examples can be shared of each of 
the above results.  
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Name: Lauren Bediako

Job Title: Vice President of Human Resources

Company: HITT CONTRACTING Inc

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/laurenbediako/


Professional Bio: As vice president and leader of human resources at HITT, Lauren Bediako is 
responsible for guiding the firm’s HR strategy, specifically in the areas of talent management, 
change management, organizational and performance management, inclusion and diversity, 
and compensation and benefits. Since joining the company in 2016, Lauren has defined HITT’s 
HR strategy and alongside her team. Prior to joining HITT, Lauren was a director of consulting 
services with a focus in human capital and organizational effectiveness for CGI Federal, a 
global business and IT consulting firm. In this role, Lauren led a cross-functional team tasked 
with improving employee development and leadership. She led the implementation of 
succession planning and a learning and development initiative. She developed and 
implemented an employee appreciation program to promote retention and increase employee 
satisfaction. Lauren’s versatile experience in talent strategy helped drive employee 
engagement, impacting company performance and business growth. Lauren is highly skilled in 
policy development, organizational development, performance management, and strategic 
workforce planning. She is an executive level leader who links effectiveness of HR programs 
with key organizational goals and bottom line results. Lauren possesses a unique combination 
of team leadership and relationship-building skills and brings a high-energy approach that 
helps her flourish in fast-paced environments. With more than 15 years of experience leading 
HR for professional services firms, Lauren has a reputation for cultivating employee-oriented, 
high-performance cultures. 

Additional Submitted Information: Since joining HITT in 2016 Lauren has delivered on the 
following achievements: • Diversity and Inclusion – Lauren established the Diversity and 
Inclusion (D&I) initiative to build the foundation of an inclusive culture and identify ways to 
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leverage differences at HITT, ultimately increasing the company’s strength. She established and 
leads the D&I Committee, which is tasked with executing the objectives of the initiative. • 
Leadership Development – Lauren launched a management-focused leadership development 
program that provides training and continuing education on core management competencies 
and leadership tactics. Having effective leaders that can engage team members through a 
sense of purpose results in a more successful business. The HITT leadership development 
program focuses on real organizational issues and challenges and allows participants to learn 
new skills through action. As HITT continues to grow, the goal is to provide emerging leaders 
with the tools, skills and knowledge to lead with confidence. • Compliance – Lauren helped 
improve team member accountability by developing and implementing policies, work 
procedures, and guidelines to address compliance concerns. Well written policies and 
procedures allow team members to clearly understand their roles and responsibilities. Formal 
policies reduce conflict and enable supervisors and managers to train, guide, and manage new 
and existing team members more effectively. • Talent Acquisition – Lauren developed a new 
talent acquisition process to deliver more effective recruiting and improve the candidate 
interview and selection process. As part of this goal, she established a highly successful, 
interactive on-boarding program and generated significant cost savings by implementing an in-
house recruiting team. Prior to 2017, HITT’s lacked a strong formal recruiting process and the 
experience was cumbersome for both hiring managers and applicants. Under her guidance, 
the recruiting approach was streamlined to create a positive team member experience from the 
time a candidate applies through on-boarding and beyond. HITT new hires now have 
dedicated resources on the intranet, including a road map for the team member’s ’s first 30 
days. By strengthening the initial touchpoint at orientation, the team members establishes a 
strong foundation for engagement with the organization and culture. • Workforce Development 
– Lauren manages HITT’s Futures Program, a comprehensive four-phase training and 
development program that starts at the internship level and evolves four to five years into a 
team member’s career at HITT. It includes broad based training platforms, such as classroom 
training, hands-on filed work, mentoring, and protégé opportunities. HITT Futures internship 
was ranked 13th in Vault.com’s overall 2019 Best Internships nationwide. • Analytics – Lauren 
instituted a disciplined HR analytics process to drive accountability and create key 
performance indicators (KPI) that measure the firm’s organizational health. The goal was to 
capture data that is useful both for the HR professionals, as well as the leadership team. The 
analytics provided offer insights into the HITT team members’ experience, and enable the 
company to act if trends are identified. Lauren has been a speaker to Leap HR Construction 
and is on the governing body of Evanta DC, CHRO.  
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Name: Leona Newell

Job Title: VP of Human Resources

Company: Reveneer, Inc

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/leona-newell-1150771/


Professional Bio: As VP of HR Leona drives all aspects of Human Resources and Employee 
Success for the company and brings a wealth of knowledge that covers all facets of the HR 
field. Working for small to mid-sized technology companies, she has spent the last 20+ years 
working with start-ups to help grow their businesses through employee success. A trusted 
business partner to employees, management and customers, she has the passion for helping 
individuals and organizations reach their full potential. Leona holds an Associates Degree in 
Human Resource Management from Bentley University. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/leona-newell-1150771/


Additional Submitted Information: From the CEO of Reveneer: Reveneer is a services 
business that is heavily dependent on people to deliver its services. Because we typically hire 
new college grads, or those with less than two years experience, there is an additional burden 
in retaining and developing people in an industry that typically has very high employee turnover 
rates. For these reasons and more, companies like Reveneer present a unique set of 
challenges to the HR organization. Leona has led the HR and recruiting functions at Reveneer 
since very early in our life cycle. This required a strong eye for putting in place processes and 
programs that would support the fast growth of the business, which achieved 100 employees 
in less than 5 years. In addition to the daily responsibilities that go into providing HR support 
for a growing company, Leona's accomplishments also include the following... Designed and 
implemented a complex recruiting and screening process to keep up with hiring demands for 
Reveneer On-boarded new application tracking system to handle high volume inbound 
applications supporting over 1000 hires for Reveneer and its client-base in the last 5 years. 
Became DISC certified and implemented DISC evaluations as part of employee hiring and 
reviews Built an innovative employee benefits program from the ground up, including health 
care, 401K, and employee stock ownership program As payroll administrator, successfully on-
boarded two different payroll systems during our life cycle without interruption in payroll 
services Designed and manages a complex employee compensation program based on our 
unique business model allowing customized variable compensation plans for each employee 
that is reconciled monthly based on performance. Helped the company to achieve 98% 
employee retention of over 125 full-time employees in the latest calendar year, 4.8 GlassDoor 
rating, and Inc. Magazine Best Workplaces award. Helped develop and implement an online 
training portal and content library to ensure compliance in the areas of sexual harassment, 
workplace violence, and other relevant topics Has acted as trusted advisor to the executive 
team for all issues related to HR, benefits and compensation, while providing guidance on 
dealing with relevant workplace challenges such as substance abuse, family leave, gender 
diversity, etc. Managing employees today is more challenging than ever, and requires 
thoughtful policy and environmental considerations on the part of management. Leona is an 
HR professional that is knowledgeable in the topics most important to today's growing 
businesses, and has experience in dealing with the unique challenges that come with 
managing an increasingly diverse workforce. She has kept pace with these myriad changes 
and challenges, and maintained a level of training and understanding that makes her a valuable 
asset to Reveneer.  
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Name: Lisa Perez

Job Title: Founder and CEO

Company: Prosperity Ready

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-perez-b0164211/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O4arELHlo2peY0occH1OU9IxRH5_nuwh/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: Greetings Judges, Thank you for your consideration for 
this prestigious awardand for the opportunity to highlight accomplishments that go beyond a 
standard bio. I am proud that I was able to self fund earning my degree from the University of 
St. Thomas by working full time as a Regional Manager for a local formal wear company. After 
spending over 25 years in corporate America serving primarily Fortune 500 organizations, I 
have successfully transitioned to founding a non profit and establishing a consulting business. 
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Along the way I have been energized by mentoring young professionals and supporting those 
in need in communities closest to me. My mentoring with young professionals focuses on 
providing realistic career advice. Whether I'm reviewing resumes to ensure they tell a concrete 
story supported by data, or role playing with a Millennial on how to effectively ask for a 
promotion, the learning I receive from supporting young professionals keeps me energized! I 
believe in taking care of those closest to me and giving back to the community. In the last six 
years this includes being part of the care team for a dear friend who died from ALS and two 
family friends who survived breast cancer. I am a vocalist member of the Worship Arts Team at 
my community church. I volunteer for local and national organizations that support the well 
being of children. Thank you again for your consideration and please reach out with any 
questions. Best Regards, Lisa Perez  
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Name: Maggie Bahou

Job Title: Vice President Human Resources

Company: Compassus

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/maggiebahou/


Professional Bio: Maggie Bahou, MA, SPHR, SHRM-SCP Maggie Bahou has served as the 
Vice President of Human Resources at Compassus for nearly four years. Prior to her time at 
Compassus, she was the Director of Human Resources and Organizational Development for 
the Tennessee Secretary of State. She earned her Bachelor of Science in Management 
Information Systems from Tennessee Technological University and completed her Master of 
Arts in Organizational Management at The George Washington University. She is a Co-Founder 
of King Farm Creative, LLC, and a Founding Board Member of Women Can Be Angels, the first 
pre-funnel education organization for women in Nashville. She also served as President and 
member of the Board of Directors for Tennessee CASA. She is devoted to her community and 
has spent a number of years serving as a mentor in MT|SHRM’s mentor program. 

Additional Submitted Information: Maggie is a business leader who chooses to influence 
through HR and the people side of the business. She comes from an IT education and 
approaches problem solving and leadership through that lens, making her much unlike your 
average practitioner. Specifically, she strives for innovation through process improvement by 
creating and building a brand-new compensation model for nurse practitioners in home-based 
palliative and hospice healthcare. Through nearly 24 months of working with legal teams, 
operational and clinical leaders, HRIS, and payroll, Maggie led the design, development, pay 
structure remodel, system redesign, communication, training, and implementation of a pay-per-
visit compensation model. This model is not the typical time-based pay system but rather an 
approach to compensation that considers provider reimbursement rates and pay structures. 
Maggie is impacting HR through developing the first HR Data Analyst position in her 
organization. As many organizations and especially those in healthcare are using data to lead 
business decisions, Maggie’s team is laying the groundwork for collaboration across not only 
HR systems but also across functional systems that don’t typically interface. Through pushing 
for dashboards and business intelligence tools, her leadership is influencing data connection 
points and better analytics so that HR can significantly contribute to business decisions with 
support from the data. Maggie’s leadership has a ripple effect through her organization and her 
community. Leader have hundreds of conversations in a given week and Maggie uses every 
conversation as an opportunity to talk about innovation, to heighten self-awareness, and to 
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demonstrate how HR can and should contribute and partner with nearly every other functional 
area of an organization. Further, she is trailblazing by kicking off the Nashville chapter of 
Hacking HR, a new community-based HR disruptor. She is teaming up with other HR 
practitioners to “create the best HR that has ever existed,” the published purpose of Hacking 
HR. The first Nashville Forum was held just last month with a guest speaker entrepreneur on 
the topic of Organizational Network Analysis.  
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Name: Marc Hinson

Job Title: Vice President of Human Resources and Training

Company: TAVISTOCK RESTAURANT COLLECTION

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/marc-hinson-5395153/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qxpEJLei1jolTM_aGdVDU8cBzvvNHL_a/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: As the HR leader for Tavistock Restaurants; I oversee the 
day to day management of all HR related functions for 95 restaurant operations, supporting 
3800 employees. Recently we have added 250 new job in the highly acclaimed expansion of 
the Lake Nona development in Orlando, FL. We have established a strong culture that is 
People Focus, Operations Driven and Sales Obsessed.  
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Name: Michael Dallas

Job Title: Vice President Sales Effectiveness & Transformation

Company: Hewlett Packard Enterprise

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-dallas-70734212/


Professional Bio: Mike Dallas has held multiple Global roles as a Senior Vice President of 
Human Resources including Business HR leadership for Sales, R&D, Services, Software and 
Strategic Operations. He is currently on a rotational leadership assignment to transform the 
selling profession with focus on Sales Enablement. In addition to spending 3 years as the 
global HR lead for HPE's Divestiture Management Office (DMO) responsible for large scale 
transformation activities including separation of HP Inc., merger with Micro Focus and creation 
of DXC; Dallas has been part of ongoing HPE Next initiatives and acquisition work. In an 
evolving business, Dallas takes a hands on approach to drive successful HR models flexing 
between HR Operational group ownership and Senior Business Partner roles. Dallas has 
managed HR leaders across the world. He has led Workforce Management initiatives in 
complex Labor Markets across Europe, Asia and Americas with system and process innovation 
focused on talent acquisition, employee performance, analytics, rewards, learning, culture, 
diversity and engagement. Operationally, he led creation of HPE's AskHR Shared Services 
model which in 36 months delivered 40% cost reduction and 15% higher user satisfaction. He 
led the Global implementation of Workday in < 18 months for over 300,000 users. He has led 
advisory committees including Benefits, Sales Comp., and Business Continuity. Prior to joining 
HPE, Dallas was in technology sales with AT&T/NCR and in retail management with J.C. 
Penney Corporation. Dallas earned an MBA from Vanderbilt University and graduated with a 
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Bachelors of Science degree in Marketing from The Pennsylvania State University. Outside 
HPE, Mike Dallas was an Independent Director for Lionbridge Technologies (LIOX) serving on 
compensation and nominating committees and advisory boards for Vanderbilt's Business 
school, Penn State's Entrepreneurship initiatives and supports multiple charitable causes 
including the Water Project, Youth Athletic Charities and KIVA. 

Additional Submitted Information: Mike has held Globally impactful HR roles over a 20+ year 
career highlighted with significant transformational work. He led then HP's transformation from 
a BU hosted HR model into Global Shared Services centers, capped with leading an 
implementation of Workday for over 300,000 employees in over 50 countries in less than 18 
months. As HP evolved Mike led the Divestiture Management Office for HR leading to the split 
of HP into HP Inc. and Hewlett Packard Enterprise and spinning off entities to create DXC 
Corporation and merging with Micro Focus. Mike has held Senior HRBP roles, COE roles, led 
Operations, risen to SVP levels in HP and also achieved success externally working as an 
Independent Board of Directors member of Lionbridge Corporation taking HR talents to a 
business influencing apex. Mike has mentored several HR professionals to go on to CHRO 
roles across industries, is active with Vanderbilt University and Penn State University giving 
back in Board of Visitor and Center for Entrepreneurship roles and currently is practicing what 
HR preaches in taking a rotational assignment in the business driving transformation of the 
Selling Profession. Mike is passionate about the role of HR in helping People achieve their best 
and represents professionalism, optimism and partnership to the field. He should be 
considered for an Icon awardfor these pursuits and the leadership he brings.  
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Name: Marion Brooks

Job Title: Author, Executive Coach, VP and US Country Head of Diversity & Inclusion

Company: Novartis & Entrepreneur

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/marionbrooks/


Professional Bio: Marion E. Brooks is an internationally certified executive leadership coach 
and author of the number one best seller; What You Don’t Know is Hurting You: 4 Keys to a 
Phenomenal Career. This breakout best seller opens the door to information that only 5% of 
employees usually receive when they are identified as high potentials. In the book, Marion 
shares his expertise in emotional intelligence, career development, and corporate leadership 
that allowed him to enjoy a successful corporate career. Armed with the “4 Keys,” book 
readers gain more confidence, a heightened awareness of the impact of their behaviors, and a 
renewed passion to achieve their career goals. The Texas native has over twenty years of 
experience in the medical industry building and leading award winning teams in sales and 
marketing, including leading a team to generate $1 billion in annual sales. Based on his 
performance, Marion rose up the ranks eventually becoming a Vice President and US Country 
Head. He has consistently been recognized for his outstanding business achievements and 
has won numerous awards including Director of the Year, Business Leader of the Year, Training 
Excellence Awards, World Wide Franchise Award, along with multiple Business 
Excellence Awards. Marion holds a BA in Marketing, and an MBA in Management. Marion is 
also the founder of an executive coaching firm based in Los Angeles, which trains corporate 
leaders, entrepreneurs, executives, managers, and sales professionals in how to accelerate 
their careers and lives. In addition to key note presentations, workshops, and private coaching, 
his firm also provides an online course to help others achieve career success. As a 
philanthropist, Marion dedicates his time and resources to numerous charitable causes 
including Hope Worldwide’s Newark, NJ, Saturday Academy and serves as Chairman of the 
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Board for Sunshine’s Open Door Foundation. This foundation helps prepare and support foster 
children to successfully transition from the foster care system to independence. It was 
established as a tribute to Marion’s grandmother—Elizabeth “Sunshine” Brooks—who raised 
him. As a speaker and trainer, Marion sprinkles his expertise with enlightening stories that 
audiences resonate with. As an international speaker, his knowledge, skills, and passion leave 
audiences wanting more. Marion meets audience demands through public appearances, 
coaching, his book, and an online course. He can be reached through his website 
at www.MarionEBrooks.com. Facebook: @marionebrooksPPD Instagram: @marionebrook 
Twitter: @marionebrooks
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Name: Maureen Paradine

Job Title: Sr. Vice President, Human Resources

Company: 1800flowers.com 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/maureen-paradine-1429953/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zorfyCe-N3AmuoUjEeSi2lMdj70a7DCe/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: additional  
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Name: Michael Walters

Job Title: EVP, Human Resources

Company: Genoa Healthcare

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mwalters62/


Professional Bio: Michael Walters currently serves as the Executive Vice President of Human 
Resources for Genoa Healthcare, the nation’s leading behavioral health specialty pharmacy 
company with nearly 500 pharmacies across the United States filling more than 15 million 
prescriptions per year in service of more than 800,000 individuals annually. Michael provides 
primary leadership for all functional elements of HR to include talent acquisition, organizational 
development, compensation, health & welfare, and compliance. He successfully led integration 
work for the 2018 acquisition of Genoa by UnitedHealth Group. Prior to his tenure with Genoa, 
Michael served in HR leadership roles in a wide variety of industries to include Roper 
Technologies, Microsoft, and Nielsen Entertainment. Walters has taught HR management 
through UCLA Extension and is a frequent speaker at Society for Human Resource 
Management events across the country. He holds an MBA with a concentration in Human 
Resources Management from Loyola Marymount University and a bachelor's in psychology 
from University of California, Los Angeles. He has taught the “HR Business Partner” course 
with the University of Washington since 2008. 

Additional Submitted Information: Michael Walters has dedicated his entire career to the field 
of Human Resources having helped build business & leadership capability at a variety of sized 
organizations from dot com start-ups to Fortune 5 corporations. His passion and commitment 
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to unlocking the potential in others and scaling business process has been a hallmark of his 
entire career. Currently, Michael leads full cycle HR for Genoa Healthcare, an organization 
dedicated toward supporting the needs of the behavioral health community. Genoa manages 
over 500 pharmacies across the country employing over 3,500 team members and generating 
revenue over $2.4 billion in 2019. Michael has led integration work following the acquisition of 
Genoa by UnitedHealth Group, one of the world's largest healthcare organizations and member 
of the Fortune 5 largest companies in the United States. He oversees the hiring of over 1,000 
team members every year and the development of talent for this fast growing business building 
two high potential programs designed to increase capabilities at both the senior leadership and 
mid-manager level of the organization. In addition to his professional work, Michael has taught 
Human Resources management at the University of Washington for the past decade. In this 
work, he has helped over 500 aspiring HR leaders learn the fundamental elements of success 
within the business partner space through a focus on business fundamentals, metrics & 
analytics, role of ethics in management, influencing executives and building HR strategies. 
Michael has also been a featured speaker at numerous SHRM and participating HR events 
around the country.  
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Name: Mike Farmer

Job Title: EVP, Operational Excellence, People and Growth

Company: BMC Stock Holdings

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mifarmer/


Professional Bio: Mike Farmer is Executive Vice President, Operational Excellence, People 
and Growth for BMC Stock Holdings. Mr. Farmer is responsible for the company’s human 
resources, process improvement and value-added product sales growth areas. Prior to his 
appointment as Executive Vice President in 2019, Mr. Farmer served as the company’s Senior 
Vice President of Human Resources. Mr. Farmer joined Stock Building Supply in 2006, which 
merged with BMC in 2015, as a member of its Human Resources department. Before that, Mr. 
Farmer held the position of Director of Human Resources at ATX-CoreComm. Mr. Farmer 
earned his undergraduate degree from Hope College and master’s degree from Michigan State 
University and has completed executive development programs at Wharton School of the 
University of Pennsylvania and Harvard University. 

Additional Submitted Information: Over my career, I have held various leadership roles within 
Human Resources. I have always focused on having a partnership with our operations to 
support their needs and strategically help the business. In 2015 my company went through a 
significant merger, and I played the role of leading the culture transformation. The company is 
performing at a very high level after a successful merger. I have recently taken on additional 
responsibilities in addition to my CHRO role, which include: Operational Excellence, Safety, 
Manufacturing and Value Add, National Sales and Innovation. Through focus on people and 
process we will continue to outpace our peers in value creation for our associates and our 
shareholders.  
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Name: Neil Markoff

Job Title: Senior Vice President, Human Resources

Company: KETTLER

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/neil-markoff-cdr-8843ab2/


Professional Bio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/16G9Sw0f78ZJxh5e98vI-VMcBFt1XiWUo/
view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: Neil came onboard back in 2016 and has revamped what 
HR is all about at KETTLER. He has been a breath of fresh air and a true strategic partner and 
change agent for the business. His ability to connect with executives as well as on-site team 
members is truly remarkable. He came in to KETTLER, created a 3 year human capital strategy 
that has aligned perfectly with the business needs. Neil came to KETTLER not only with the 
right HR knowledge but the business acumen needed in any top notch HR professional. Neil 
has added so much value by creating a talent acquisition structure and program to bring in 
diverse top talent through proactive sourcing as well as working with government agencies and 
veteran organizations. He also implemented a new benefits program by conducting a RFP, 
picking a new benefits broker, and customizing the necessary benefits for the workforce while 
increasing the benefits to employees and lowering the cost from the employer side over 10% 
across the board. He also changed 401k brokers and administrators to provide better options 
to our employees. Neil has also implemented talent review and succession planning across 
organization as he has brought a culture of promoting within and providing career development 
opportunities to employees. Neil also started our first robust culture and engagement 
committee, which consists of 22 culture ambassadors and multiple event plans throughout the 
year. He also started the first annual KETTLER Impact Awards Program, which integrated all 
divisions of the organization into one collaborative and celebratory. He created these awards, 
got buy in from the executives, and the program was a highlight of the year for our employees. 
There are so many other amazing program and initiatives Neil has put in place for KETTLER, 
including KETTLER University (KU), our robust e-learning program with build out courses for 
every position within the organization, implemented our first ever Applicant Tracking Sytem, 
Icims, and streamlined processes. He did all of this with a lean team and in my view one of the 
best people managers and motivators. It is a true honor to recommend Neil for 
an OnCon Icon Award. Best Regards, Cindy Fisher, Chief Operating Offer.  
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Name: Ovell Barbee

Job Title: SVP of Human Resources and Diversity Officer

Company: Spectrum Health

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ovellbarbee/


Professional Bio: Ovell Barbee is senior vice president, human resources, and diversity officer 
of Spectrum Health, a $6 billion not-for-profit integrated health system based in West Michigan. 
Ovell is responsible for leading Spectrum Health’s talent acquisition, diversity, equity and 
inclusion and employee relations teams and is the lead human resources business partner for 
the Spectrum Health Continuing Care space. As the diversity officer, Ovell serves as the liaison 
across our system and throughout the community, building consensus and collaborating to 
support our diversity, equity and inclusion goals. Background Ovell has served in human 
resources leadership positions at Blue Cross Blue Shield, Motorola, OnStar, General Motors 
and Canadian National Railway. In these roles, he has developed and led human resources 
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initiatives in complex and diverse industries. He has provided direct human resources support 
to employee populations as large as 16,000, and has led teams of direct reports as large as 50. 
Ovell earned a bachelor’s degree in communications from the University of Michigan in Ann 
Arbor, a master’s degree in human resources and labor management from Michigan State 
University, and a second master’s degree in social work from the University of Michigan. He is 
certified as a Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR) by The HR Certification Institute 
and holds the Society of HR Managers’ Senior Certified Professional (SHRM – SCP) 
certification. The National Black MBA Association named him one of the “Top 50 Executives in 
the Country Under the Age of 50.” He has been the keynote speaker at both HR forums and 
community-based events and is an advocate of education and demonstrates this commitment 
by proactively covering the costs of books and supplies for deserving college students. 

Additional Submitted Information: As highlighted in my bio, I am an advocate for education 
and regularly select students who have a "compelling" story to me and I agree to cover their 
books and supplies for 4 years of school. I ask each of them to remember my gesture and be 
willing to do the same for someone in the future. I also decided to pay back all of the non-profit 
scholarship money I received as a "pay-back" to the community. I excelled academically in 
high school and as a child of a divorced single-parent, I needed financial assistance to make 
my college aspirations become a reality. Many non-profit organizations provided me with 
scholarships. I call the students I select my "Barbee Book Club" members with a tag line "You 
have been booked". I find my advocacy for others and the broader community to be fulfilling.  
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Name: Paul Wolfe

Job Title: SVP & Global Head of Human Resources

Company: Indeed

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulwolfe/


Professional Bio: Paul Wolfe serves as Senior Vice President of Human Resources for Indeed, 
with a focus on growing, developing and engaging Indeed’s talent and nurturing the company 
culture. In this role, Paul oversees a multi-disciplined HR group that includes HR Business 
Partners, Talent Attraction, Employee Development, Total Rewards, Inclusion, HR Analytics, HR 
Operations and Employee Experience. Paul sets the talent strategy at Indeed to ensure all 
current and future business needs are met. He is passionate about creating an environment 
where the business can thrive and where employees can be their true, authentic selves each 
day. Prior to Indeed, Paul served as a vice president and senior vice president of a number of 
well-known companies, including Match.com, Orbitz, Conde Nast and Ticketmaster. Paul holds 
a bachelor’s degree from Nova Southeastern University in Florida. He lives with his husband 
and their dogs in New York. 

Additional Submitted Information: Paul Wolfe is an admired HR industry trailblazer whose 
unique background and leadership style have deeply benefited each of the organizations he’s 
helped grow. At Indeed, Paul’s vision and strategic direction have supported a more inclusive, 
collaborative and productive workplace. His passion for developing and engaging talent is 
resonant in his commitment to workplace environment, benefits and perks, employee 
development and communication. As the world’s #1 job site, Indeed’s business continues to 
grow exponentially year over year. The company’s strong results and remarkable growth are a 
result of its passionate people and how hard they work, making HR’s role even more important 
in recruiting, motivating and rewarding employees. Today, Indeed employs over 8,900 people 
globally across 29 cities and 14 countries. Over the last five years, Paul’s leadership has helped 
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drive strong recruitment of nearly 12,000 new hires globally. This was achieved all the while 
keeping the company’s mission-driven culture in tact, and establishing strong employee loyalty 
of 85% employee engagement and less than 15% attrition. Building Indeed’s global workforce 
has also meant evolving its HR function to support the needs of the business and employees 
working across North America, EMEA and APAC. Paul has grown his team from a mere 30 
people to over 500 HR employees globally today. He’s brought in diverse talent and 
experiences to help shape a more dynamic and highly efficient HR group. Paul has also helped 
Indeed foster an inspired and collaborative workforce that shares an energy and enthusiasm for 
their work, and the company’s mission to helping people jobs. Beyond our mission, his 
leadership has ensured Indeed is continuing to invest in its people and their success. Some 
highlights include: -Indeed Brand Ambassadors - This program has helped celebrate and 
organically cultivate Indeed’s culture internally and externally. Brand Ambassadors are a group 
of enthusiastic “Indeedians” who represent the employer brand on social media @InsideIndeed 
channels and at various Indeed sponsored events. -Inclusion - Paul’s vision is to cultivate an 
inclusive environment where employees are engaged and unlocking their full innovative 
potential. Since joining, nine Inclusion Resource Groups (IRGs) were created to support Indeed 
employees. IRGs are led by employees and supported by senior leaders, along with the tools 
and investment needed to bring their initiatives and programs to life - from supporting business 
initiatives, to participating in global cultural events and celebrations, community outreach 
efforts and professional development opportunities. -Employee Development - From career 
planning to emotional intelligence, online learning to facilitating discussions, continuous 
feedback and engagement surveys, Indeed strives to help employees grow by continuously 
looking for ways to help them excel and engage in their own success. -Continuous 
Engagement - Indeed’s projected growth offers numerous opportunities for employees to 
develop into Indeed’s future leaders. Unique engagement programs like Indeed University, 
Indeed Incubator and HR Minds Lab help keep employees engaged by empowering them to 
innovate and contribute toward the future of the company. -Employee Experience - Indeed also 
offers a multitude of benefits and perks which provide employees work/life balance and 
recognition. From a casual dress code to catered lunches, flexible work arrangements and 
open PTO vacation policy to full time Indeedians across the globe.  
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Name: Ramona Thompson

Job Title: Senior HR Business Partner/Operations Leader

Company: FHN

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramona-thompson-sphr-shrm-cp-7092b666/


Professional Bio: Education Central Michigan University, Master of Science in Administration, 
Human Resources Administration Baker College, Bachelor of Business Leadership Henry Ford 
Community College, Associate in Liberal Arts Certifications PHR, HR Certification Institute 
Human Resources Project Manager, American Academy of Project Management Executive 
Leadership, Cornell University Work History 2014- Present, FHN, Senior HRBP/Operations 
Leader HR and Center of Innovative Learning 2011-2014, Piedmont (formerly Newell-
Rubbermaid), Human Resources Leader 2008-2011, Covidien, Human Resources 2000-2008, 
Chrysler, Production Supervisor 

Additional Submitted Information: Ramona Thompson is a Senior Human Resources 
Business Partner/ Operations Leader for HR and the Innovative Learning Center (corporate 
university) at FHN, a rural healthcare system serving people in northern Illinois and southern 
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Wisconsin. Ramona has brought formal sustained leadership development to FHN. She 
introduced Lead to Achieve in 2015, focusing on frontline and formal leaders, Leadership 
Academy in 2018 for directors and healthcare executives, and finally, Leadership Discovery in 
2019 which appealed to those interested in growing/learning more about leadership. The Lead 
to Achieve program was best suited for frontline and informal leaders. Upon seeing the 
success of this program after the second cohort, Ramona introduced the Leadership Academy 
which built upon the same principles of Lead to Achieve, but also focused on organizational 
vision relevant to the needs of the director and c-suite executive. The next area of opportunity 
that Ramona found was the lack of bench strength within succession planning and the gap in 
leadership knowledge for high performing staff. Providing these identified individuals with the 
opportunity to learn valuable skills before formally taking the plunge into leadership is a way to 
offer customized career mapping, set future leaders up for success, and even potentially 
decrease organizational turnover. Upon researching further, Ramona discovered the topics 
crucial to potential leaders were personalized job shadowing experiences, self-reflection, 
rounding, coaching through crucial conversations, behavioral based interviewing, and more. 
Through this knowledge and research, the Leadership Discovery program was formed. 
Ramona is so passionate about the customized content that she is also a co-facilitator. 
Ramona gathered a team to evaluate multiple vendors and content, customizing different 
content for applicability to the healthcare setting and the challenges that leaders face every 
day. This led to a more effective approach/outcome to leader development. She has worked 
diligently to customize trainings for our specific needs to further align with our leadership 
standards, mission, and vision. She created several courses specific to building high 
performing leadership teams, understanding FHN fiscal culture and responsibilities, a behind-
the-scenes look at the revenue cycle, creating new contracts/services through our capital 
process, and understanding healthcare leadership as it relates to risk and compliance. She 
even created an FHN Tools for Success course showing various shortcuts, tips and tricks for 
many of the common reporting and management tools FHN leaders use every day, saving 
them valuable time and money. As a Senior Human Resources Business Partner/Innovative 
Learning Leader at FHN, Ramona Thompson is a vital part of our HR team, and because of her, 
our present and future leaders have been armed with the tools to successfully empower 
themselves, their staff, and their patients.  
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Name: Richard Wachter

Job Title: Vice President Human Resources Development

Company: Danaher Corporation

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-wachter-a432a710/


Professional Bio: https://michiganross.umich.edu/our-community/alumni/volunteer/alumni-in-
residence/rich-wachter Rich Wachter, has worked as a Human Resources Executive at 
Danaher Corporation, a Fortune 150 Global Science and Technology Company, since 2000. He 
has held Operating Company, Strategic Platform and Corporate Leadership roles including the 
Vice President of Human Resources for the Sensors & Controls and Product Identification 
Platforms from 2003-2010 and 2015-2018 where he developed and implemented global 
programs and processes to recruit and develop high potentials leaders, drive organizational 
effectiveness and engagement. In this capacity Rich has led and actively participated in MBA 
recruiting activities for Danaher at Ross and other top 10 US Business Programs. Sponsored 
by the Danaher CEO, from 2010-2012, Rich worked with Danaher’s C-Suite Leadership Team 
to lead the development of, and facilitate, the first Danaher Leadership Programs to build 
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leadership competencies for Danaher’s Platform Group Executives, Operating Company 
Presidents and High Growth (Emerging Market) General Managers. He also worked with 
Danaher’s Human Resources and Danaher Business System (DBS) Leaders to develop 
Danaher talent and leadership development programs for global leaders. Under Rich’s 
leadership, Videojet Technologies, a Danaher Product Identification Company, was recognized 
as a 2017 “Best and Brightest Company To Work For” by the National Association of Business 
Resources earning a “Top101 Companies in the US” award. Videojet was also recognized as a 
2018 “Best and Brightest Company To Work For” in Chicago as 1 of 13 companies earning an 
“Elite Award”, as Videojet was recognized for “Employee Achievement and Recognition”. Rich 
has recently been appointed Vice President of Human Resources Development and DBS for 
Danaher where he is leading Danaher’s Human Resource Development Program and help build 
Danaher’s Human Resources talent bench. Prior to Danaher, Rich worked in Human Resources 
Leadership positions of progressively increasing responsibility with a focus on leadership and 
organization development, associate and labor relations, performance management and 
compensation. Rich is a 1984 Graduate of the Ross School of Business at the University of 
Michigan. 

Additional Submitted Information: The "not so secret" key to organization results in today's 
workplace is hiring, engaging, developing and promoting high potential diverse talent. While 
this sounds simple, success requires Leadership and Human Resources co-leadership 
leveraging well-designed process driven with capable, motivated and empowered managers 
and associates working collaboratively with aligned measures of success. At Danaher, this 
starts with all business leaders measures on talent development and retention through all 
associates having clear development plans liked to both individual aspirations and organization 
objectives. Since joining Danaher in 2000, I've been fortunate to lead, co-develop and 
participate in numerous business, HR and leadership initiatives. These include designing and 
facilitating competency based Leadership Programs for leaders at all organization levels from 
fist line managers through C-Suite executives, building and implementing recruitment and 
interviewing processes and tools, and actively leading and facilitating talent development 
programs, promoting and exporting dozens of business and HR leaders from one Danaher 
operating company to another. At Videojet we have build the tag line "Imprint the World" as 
part of our employment brand. Danaher implanted our "Shared Purpose" - "Helping to Realize 
Life's Potential" which reflects the contributions our companies products and associates 
provide to the world and our communities as well as the tremendous career opportunities we 
have provided to thousands of associates around the world. At Videojet, we've driven 
engagement up from 60-72%, voluntary turnover down from 7 to 4 % and manager and above 
internal fill rate from <60 to >75%. These results were achieved by developing a talent and 
business focused HR strategy, building a stronger global HR team and collaboratively working 
with our global leaders to "Hire, Engage, Develop and Promote the Best Diverse Talent". When 
I joined Danaher in 2000, we were a relatively unknown company whereas today we are known 
by many Fortune 500 companies as a place where great talent can learn, develop and grow. 
Throughout this journey, I've been fortunate to have worked with incredibly talented leaders 
who I had the good fortune of observing, learning from, coaching and perhaps in some ways 
helping them to be more successful leaders. Going forward, I seek opportunities to help others 
benefit from what we have been fortunate to have learned. In Human Resources, our greatest 
successes are often those of our leaders and teams. Therefore I would encourage reaching out 
to the following references on LinkedIn: Steve Breitzka, Alex Joseph, Ganesh Ramaswamy, 
Achuthan K, Jai Shankar and Cherry Ding - this includes current/former supervisors and direct 
reports. Lastly, I would be extremely humbled to receive any recognition. Thank you for the 
opportunity.  
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Name: Sean Cleary

Job Title: Vice President, Human Resources

Company: Pet Food Experts

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sean-cleary/


Professional Bio: Currently, Sean works as the Vice President, Human Resources at Pet Food 
Experts, one of the nation’s largest distributors of premium pet food and supplies. He is 
responsible for all aspects of the HR department and reports to the Chairman and CEO. Pet 
Food Experts is a fourth generation family owned business with over 500 employees across the 
United States and is headquartered in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Prior to joining Pet Food 
Experts, Sean was a Managing Director with Banister International, where he led their Sports/
Entertainment Practice and also worked in their Consumer Packaged Goods team. Before 
Banister, Sean worked as the Senior Vice President of Human Resources at World Wrestling 
Entertainment, a publicly traded company (NYSE: WWE). The WWE is an integrated media 
organization and recognized leader in global entertainment. WWE programming is broadcast in 
more than 145 countries and 30 languages and reaches more than 600 million homes 
worldwide. In this position, he reported to the Chairman/CEO and oversaw all aspects of the 
HR function. Sean also spent a number of years as Senior Vice President of Human Resources 
at Bank of America. While at BofA, he worked in a generalist environment and played a key role 
in the post-acquisition work of the Bank’s purchase of Countrywide Mortgage. During this time 
Sean partnered with the business on changing the overall business model, restructuring the 
compensation plan and helped drive a series of reorganizations which addressed key 
legislative changes and aligned to the Bank’s views on enterprise solutions for its customers. 
Before joining Bank of America, Sean worked at Diageo, a global Consumer Packaged Goods 
company in a range of HR roles. Prior to his corporate career, Sean worked in the sports world 
for nearly 10 years as an Assistant Basketball Coach at the University of Pittsburgh and 
Manhattan College and was an Assistant Video Coordinator for the Boston Celtics. Sean 
earned his Bachelor of Arts from Franklin and Marshall College and resides in Medfield, 
Massachusetts. 

Additional Submitted Information: While at Diageo, my team developed and launched Diageo 
Academy, the first ever end-to-end LMS. The global system was the first one that integrated 
both functional based learning as well as management/leadership programs aimed. It allowed 
for teammates from around the world to share information in real time and had a large library of 
downloadable content that could be delivered to any device. The Academy was launched in 
2008 when web-based platforms were just emerging and the concept of “real time” learning 
was gaining momentum. For a company that prided itself on having a globally connected sales 
force are complex operations challenges, it was seen as a major step forward in ensuring every 
employee had the tools they needed to be successful. At Bank of America, the leadership team 
of the Home Loans division oversaw a large scale and complex integration of two very different 
organizations. Countrywide Mortgage was at the center of the housing crisis and faced 
employee morale issues as well as a litany of business head-winds that made the integration 
with the Bank incredibly challenging. The senior team re-engineered every part of the business 
from core operating principles (e.g. the hard separation of sales and fulfillment) to engaging 
with associates from all levels to rebuild trust and establish a culture that allowed a 100% sales 
commission workforce to thrive within the context of a team. During my time at the WWE, we 
overhauled most of the HR department and built a platform that allowed for more functional 
expertise (talent, comp/benefits etc) as well as upgraded the business partner roles. We 
launched Workday as our HCM which allowed for a business that sees a vast majority of its 
employees on the road every week to leverage Workday’s mobile functionality. The business 
itself went through a significant model adjustment and HR played a central role in the 
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investment of Digital talent which became the foundation for the launch of the WWE Network, a 
platform that has seen unprecedented growth in the business over the last 6 years.  
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Name: Tanya Webb

Job Title: Head of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Company: Puppet

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tanyawebb/


Professional Bio: Tanya was hired as Puppet’s first head of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
(DE&I) and has worked at the company for more than six years. She is committed to Puppet's 
growth through various areas of its HR functions including talent acquisition, and now DE&I 
and learning & development. She played an instrumental role in ensuring that the ally skills 
workshop, which teaches everyday skills on how to support and advocate for people who are 
targets of systemic oppression, is an integral part of Puppet's core inclusion training/
educational offerings. Previous to this role, Tanya spent the majority of her career in talent 
acquisition roles for Nike, Lattice Semiconductor and Intel. 

Additional Submitted Information: Tanya was hired as Puppet’s first head of diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DE&I) and has been instrumental in helping grow the company. After building the 
hiring infrastructure and Talent Team, Puppet’s headcount has doubled in size year-over-year 
(through 2015). Tanya also established the company’s internship program. Outside of Puppet’s 
internship program, Tanya founded the Portland Tech Intern Experience (PTIX), which lowers 
the steep barriers of the tech industry by connecting interns with each other and local Portland 
companies through networking events, lunchtime talks and community involvement. PTIX has 
provided a breadth of learning opportunities and social events that no one company would 
have been able to provide on their own. Tanya has a unique philosophy when it comes to the 
challenges of DE&I, and strongly believes in the collective strength of a community in order to 
drive impactful change.Tanya has been heavily involved with the TechTown Portland Diversity 
Pledge, a coalition of companies, including Puppet, focused on achieving greater diversity and 
creating a more inclusive tech community in Portland. Tanya played an instrumental role in 
launching the Ally Skills program through TechTown that aims to support people who are 
targets of systemic oppression in their workplaces and communities. Ally Skills is also a part of 
Puppet's core inclusion training and educational offerings. Her work both at Puppet and in the 
Portland community was recently recognized by the Portland Business Journal as she earned a 
spot on the publication’s 2019 Women of Influence list. Tanya’s leadership has shaped Puppets 
growth, helped define its culture and solidified its commitment to the greater Portland 
community. Her ceaseless efforts to empower individuals and open dialogues has positively 
impacted everything she has touched, effectively creating a stronger and more inclusive 
community, culture and company.  
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Name: TJ Fjelseth

Job Title: Chief HR Officer

Company: Socrates.ai


https://www.linkedin.com/in/tanyawebb/


LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tj-fjelseth-sphr-7266b23/


Professional Bio: TJ Fjelseth, SPHR Chief Human Resources Officer and Head of Customer 
Success TJ’s career in human resources, organizational development, and customer success 
spans a wide variety of industries in settings across North America, Europe and Asia. Prior to 
joining Socrates, his journey of HR leadership roles included: FedEx, Nissan, Blue Cross Blue 
Shield, MedSolutions, and Equian. His background includes innovation in talent management 
technologies and selection as Tennessee-SHRM HR Executive of the Year. 

Additional Submitted Information: My experiences in HR leadership have shown me that 
organizational culture truly is THE difference-maker for organizations that thrive, subsist, or 
fade away. Many notable researchers and authors in the arena of organizational culture have 
found ways to document and highlight why culture dictates whether or not executive leaders, 
regardless of their business acumen, will deliver on the promises they made to their customers 
and stakeholders. I have in fact, made many mistakes over the years in efforts to "create a 
performance-focused culture," "build a culture of innovation," or simply, "make things better 
around here." What I have learned through this trial and error process is that to build a robust 
culture, you must have the full attention; i.e., engagement, of every member of an organization. 
Creating engagement requires AIR - Advancement, Involvement, and Reward. Advancement 
translates into personal and professional growth for each person in the organization. Each 
person decides whether or not they feel that their talents are being applied in ways that cause 
them to learn and grow. Each person decides whether or not they can visualize a future 
succession of roles within the organization that will allow them to be tested and to achieve 
more successes than failures. Advancement means growth, not just promotion. Involvement 
translates into communication and listening to everyone, not just regardless of diversity, but 
because of the richness that diversity provides. Involvement means that each contributor is 
drawn into the important discussions about problems to be solved and inventions to be 
created. Involvement means shared risk-taking, not delegation of work. Reward translates into 
whatever is meaningful for each contributor, whether in the form of recognition, gratitude, 
money, or new challenges. Each leader has to invest the time and energy needed to truly 
understand each team member and provide the rewards that are individually meaningful in the 
hearts of their team members. Reward means attentiveness to the desires of others, not an 
annual bonus. In my current role, as head of HR for a young technology company, Socrates, I 
am building the skills and tools of our leaders to ensure that everyone has all the AIR they 
need!  
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Name: Zak Karim

Job Title: Senior Vice President, Human Resources Executive

Company: Bank of America

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/zak-karim-a9615/


Professional Bio: Zak Karim Senior Vice President, Human Resources Executive Zak joined 
Bank of America in 2017 and currently is the HR Executive for Consumer and Small Business 
Products, as well as Enterprise Payments. Zak’s key areas of focus in his role are talent 
development, organizational design, leadership coaching and culture. Before joining BofA, Zak 
spent fourteen years at Pfizer Inc., in various roles in Strategy, Operations and Human 
Resources. Zak is a member of the LGBTA Executive Council Steering Committee and the New 
York City Market President's Leadership Council, internally at the bank. Externally, he is a 
Board Member of two organizations; Garden State Equality and The Stonewall Foundation. 
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Additionally, Zak is very involved with the Ismaili Council for USA, Northeast, as a Council 
Member for Volunteer Resource Management. Zak has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Family 
Science from the University of British Columbia, Canada and earned a Global Masters in 
Business Administration degree from Sejong/Syracuse University, a program based in Seoul, S. 
Korea. Zak lives in New York City and on the weekends enjoys his home at the Jersey Shore. 
He likes to travel the world and enjoys skiing in the winter. 

Additional Submitted Information: Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional 
information. I have a strong business background, starting my career in Business Operations 
and Strategy at Pfizer. Bringing this background to my career in human resources has allowed 
me to focus on delivering for the business and finding innovative solutions to enable the 
business overcome challenges. Additionally, I have a keen focus on talent and talent 
development. I believe talent is a key business advantage, over our competitors. As well as 
being a significant contributor at work, I also am committed to giving back to the several 
communities I belong to. As an Ismaili Muslim, I am a Member of Council for the Ismaili Council 
for USA, Northeast Region, working with over 600 volunteers to ensure that our community is 
safe, prepared for disasters and providing an enabling environment for members to practice 
their faith. Additionally, I was appointed to lead a national volunteer initiative within the Ismaili 
community, enabling volunteers to professionally contribute to the advancement of Ismaili 
Institutions in the USA and Globally. Contributing to the LGBTA community is also a major 
priority for me. I continually support and give to LGBTA organizations to enhance their work. I 
am a Board Member for Garden State Equality, the largest LGBTA advocacy organizations in 
NJ. On this Board, I Chair the Governance Committee and the Development Committee. At 
work, I am the Executive Sponsor on the LGBTA Talent Recruitment and Retention committee 
and a newly appointed Steering Committee Member on the LGBTA Executive Committee. All in 
all, I have been blessed having a successful journey in my career and feel it is important to pay 
it forward, be a role model and positively impact people around me. Thank you again for the 
recognition of being nominated for this award. Zak  
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